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Modern wireless communication systems require a well-designed radio 
frequency (RF) power amplifier to maintain a reliable transmission link. The inherent 
nonlinear behavior of power amplifier can degrade the quality of transmission and 
introduce interference to adjacent channels by means of intermodulation distortion 
(IMD) generation. Among all linearization techniques, feed-forward method has been 
proven to be the most effective way in providing high linearity over broad operating 
bandwidth. Feed-forward approach involves the subtraction of two almost identical 
signals, and therefore its performance is rather sensitive to the change of operating 
conditions such as temperature drift and component ageing. In practice, adaptive 
control circuitry is required to compensate for parameter drift. 
This thesis presents the design and performance of adaptive feed-forward power 
amplifier (FFPA). Moreover, the realization of the adaptive control loop using DSP 
algorithms is clearly explained. Adaptation properties such as stability, speed of 
convergence and tracking error are analyzed and discussed. Finally, novel DSP 
algorithms with enhanced tracking performances are proposed and verified by 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Power amplifier (PA) is a critical building block of modern wireless 
communication systems. In the scope of operation mode for a transistor, there is a 
trade-off between the linearity and the power efficiency. In the past, for the purpose 
of power saving, especially for the mobile applications with limited electrical supply 
from battery, high efficiency nonlinear power amplifier is often employed. As the 
rapid growth of modern wireless communication system, spectral efficiency has 
become an important concern and so linear modulation schemes are usually adopted 
for better spectral efficiency. However, such modulation scheme suffers from poor 
linearity and results in poor quality of transmission. As a result, linear amplifier is in 
great demand. 
To maintain the quality of transmission for a given site coverage, almost all 
wireless communication system is required to install transmitters with sufficient 
output power. Meanwhile, it should generate minimal interference outside the 
allocated bandwidth. However, nonlinearities in PA generate distortion signals in 
both inside and outside its intended frequency band. The in-band distortion signals 
degrade the quality of service in the form of increased bit-error-rate, whereas the 
out-of-band emission become potential interfering sources to other radio users. 
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Fig 1.1 Block Diagram of Modern Communication System 
(a) Transmitter (b) Receiver 
There are two main types of distortion signals due to the devices' nonlinearities: 
harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion (IMD). To eliminate harmonic 
distortion, simple filtering techniques can work successfully. However, the close-in 
IMD signals such as third-order mixing products are not easily to be removed by 
filtering. Moreover, with the requirement of high-data-rate in modern wireless 
system, varying-envelop modulation schemes are often used in which IMD signals 
cause severe problems. To suppress the undesirable IMD signal, linearization 
techniques must therefore be introduced. 
The simplest method to reduce distortion is backing off of output power level. 
However, this will significantly degrade the power efficiency. Poor power efficiency 
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increases the maintenance cost of a base-station including proper heat sinking 
construction. 
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Fig 1.2 General Choices of Linearization Methods versus Modulation Schemes 
Feedback, predistortion and feed-forward methods are commonly used for PA 
linearization. Because of the simple circuitry, feedback technique has been widely 
used in the past years. Its major disadvantages include gain reduction, narrow band 
operation and potential instability which limit its application in modern wireless 
communication systems. Predistortion technique involves the creation of a nonlinear 
characteristic complementary to that of the PA, which inherently has no stability 
problem. However, the predistortion circuit is usually optimized at a fixed operating 
power level and thus provides limited dynamic range. Feed-forward approach offers 
the broadest bandwidth operation, unconditionally stability and the highest linearity 
performance among all other methods. As a result, feed-forward approach plays an 
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important role in modern linearized PA design. A brief summary of linearization 
techniques versus different applications is given in Fig. 1.2. 
Generally speaking, feed-forward power amplifier (FFPA) involves subtraction 
of two almost identical signals, and therefore the control of the signal's amplitude, 
phase and time-delay in the various loops are very important. Unfortunately, these 
parameters drift with environmental conditions such as temperature and result in 
linearity performance degradation. To overcome this drifting effect, adaptation 
circuitry is employed to keep track of the variation of these parameters against 
environmental factors. Subsequently, much research work have been focusing on the 
design of adaptive FFPA system based on various approaches. Look-up-table method 
is one of the simplest adaptation techniques, but it can keep track with limited 
number of environment factor only (usually temperature). Power minimization 
method and analog correlation-based method monitor the RF signal for adaptation 
and so they can keep track with all environment factors, but these methods suffer 
from long convergence time and relatively large convergence error by its strong 
inherent noise. To solve these problems, triple-loop correlation-based method is 
introduced. This method can speed up the tracking ability and suppress the inherent 
noise to achieve small convergence error compared with conventional 
correlation-based method. However, the DC offset associated with the mixer in RF 
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correlator leads to incorrect convergence. Also, the adaptation circuitry involves 
many expensive RF components. As a result, digital adaptive FFPA is introduced 
[29]. In this thesis, design and implementation of adaptive FFPA using digital 
platform and advanced digital-signal-processing (DSP) algorithms will be presented. 
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Fig. 1.3 Typical transient response of a first-order adaptive system 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 gives a brief description of 
nonlinear characteristics of power amplifiers. Chapter 3 is an overview of various 
linearization techniques. General theory and description on design of adaptive FFPA 
is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 details the implementation of DSP-based 
adaptive FFPA and the associated algorithms. Then, some newly developed 
algorithms are introduced for performance enhancement in Chapter 6. For 
verification purposes, experimental results are presented in Chapter 7. Finally, a 
conclusion is delivered in Chapter 8 which includes the recommendation of further 
possible research works. 
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Chapter 2 Characterization of 
Nonlinearity in Power 
Amplifier 
Amplifier generates distortion (e.g. clipping) when the signal's amplitude 
becomes large. The distortion signal can produce interference to the adjacent channel, 
as well as increasing bit-error-rate (BER). A good transmitter should emit a signal 
with high enough power and low distortion to maintain the quality of the 
communication (signal-to-noise ratio). This chapter briefly describes ways in 
characterizing nonlinear behaviours associated with power amplifiers. 
2.1 Ideal Amplifier Representation 
Ideally, the output of an amplifier is a linearly scaled version of input voltage v/： 
K(0 = g-K(0 (2.1) 
where g is a complex constant representing the voltage-gain and phase-shift of an 
ideal amplifier. In (2.1), all the input signal components experience the same signal 
level scaling and phase shifting. In addition, the characteristics of an ideal amplifier 
remain constant over the operation bandwidth, including constant gain, constant 
phase shifting and constant delay. Ideal amplifier is memoryless. The transfer 
function of an ideal amplifier is determined by the instantaneous input and output 
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signal only but not the previous values. 
However, apart from the linear response, the practical amplifier gives the output 
voltage of higher order terms with respect to input voltage. This phenomenon is 
called nonlinear. 
2.2 Nonlinear Amplifier Representation 
2.2.1 Series Representation 
The transfer function of a nonlinear amplifier can be expressed by Taylor 
series[l]: 
V, ( 0 = Z V； (/) = g丨 V丨(t) + g, ( 0 + + ……• （2.2) 
where gj, g2,幻，…is the complex coefficient representing the realistic nonlinear 
output of amplifier. The nonlinear signal components generated by the even order 
terms are at least two times of the fundamental frequency of the pass-band, such 
components can be easily be suppressed by filtering technique, so those terms are 
negligible during analysis. 
2.2.2 AM-AM and AM-PM Distortion 
Since voltage is a vector quantity, the transfer characteristic of a nonlinear 
amplifier, alternatively, can be modeled by amplitude response and phase response 
-
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separately. The amplitude-to-amplitude response is called the AM-AM distortion, 
while the amplitude-to-phase response is called AM-PM distortion. For a sinusoidal 
signal with amplitude Ao and phase 6 o, the output signal of the nonlinear amplifier 
can be expressed as: 
V。(0 = A/[ ] � + 0Q+ 平 [ J�] ) (2.3) 
where M[AO\ represents the AM-AM conversion and W [AQ\ represents the AM-PM 
conversion. These two functions depend on the nonlinearity of the amplifier. Fig 2.1 
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Fig 2.1 (a) AM-AM Distortion (b) AM-PM Distortion 
In Fig 2.1(a), 1-dB compression point is located at the point in which the output 
power is IdB less than the ideal response. It is an important measure on the linearity 
of an amplifier. It specifies the power capability of an amplifier. The AM-AM 
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conversion leads to the signal clipping by gain compression and thus it degrades 
seriously on the non-constant envelope signal. Fig. 2.1(b) shows the AM-PM 
conversion of a nonlinear amplifier. The AM-PM conversion generates a great impact 
on the system in which the signal's phase is important such as the phase-modulated 
signal (QPSK, QAM). 
2.2.3 Two-Tone Intermodulation 
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The two-tone test is an effective way to illustrate the non-linear behavior of an 
amplifier. By varying the amplitude of the two-tone signal, the whole range of the 
transfer characteristics of an amplifier can be observed. Also, the ease of generation 
of the two-tone signal is another key benefit. Fig 2.2 illustrates the effect of nonlinear 
transformation on both the time domain and frequency domain. In time domain, the 
envelope of nonlinear output signal no longer follows the original signal and there 
exists an asymmetrical signal clipping. In frequency domain, both harmonics and 
intermodulation products have been clearly observed in the spectrum. 
Mathematically, the two-tone signal can be expressed as: 
�2- ,騰 (0 = acosco^t + a cos co^t (2.4) 
By combining (2.2) and (2.4), 
厂“0= 口 2 
+ g,a 1 + (cos 6；,/ +cos ft；,0 
I 丨) 
+ (cos 269,t + COS Ico^t) ^ gjd' [cOs(<i>, + &>2 y + COs(^ l>, - C6>2 ••• (2.5) 
+ (COS 3 , + COS 3 ,) 
+ [cos(2(y, + y^, y + cos(2<y2 +C0\)t + cos(2(y, - co^y ^ cosilco^ -co^)t\ + ... 
In (2.5)，the spectrum regrowth up to the third order due to the nonlinearity of 
amplifier have been clearly shown. The third-order products at frequency Ico^ -co^ 
and 2dy, - co^  are of most interest as these term are the highest in magnitude. These 
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third-order terms are proportional to a^ and therefore they increase by 3dB when the 
input signal increases by IdB. The third-order intercept point is defined as the 
theoretical value in which the third-order term intermodulation product are equal to 
the fundumental tone. 
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2.2.4 Nonlinearity on Digital Modulation Formats 
Different kinds of digital modulation formats have been widely used for 
wireless communication system. The bandwidth of the third-order intermodulation 
product is three times to the original bandwidth [2]，while the fifth-order 
intermodulation product is five times to that. Fig, 2.4 shows the typical spectrum of a 
digitally modulated signal with nonlinear transformation. The spreading of the power 
spectrum is known as spectral regrowth. 
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Fig. 2.4 Spectrum Regrowth of a Digital Modulated Signal 
To specify the degree of spectral regrowth, the term "adjacent channel power 
ratio" (ACPR) is introduced. ACPR is defined as the power ratio of the upper or 
lower channel to the main channel. 
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Fig. 2.5 Spectrum Regrowth of Typical CDMA Signal 
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Chapter 3 Linearization Techniques 
A number of linearization techniques have been proposed to linearize nonlinear 
amplifiers. All of these techniques to be mentioned in this chapter are applicable to 
all forms of amplifier, but it is anticipated that they will most frequently be used in 
power amplifier and transmitter design. Power amplifier can be broadly classified as 
linear and nonlinear amplifiers. Linear amplifier includes class A, AB and B; while 
nonlinear amplifier, or constant envelop amplifier, includes class C, D, E, F, G, H, 
and S. In general, linear amplifiers give relatively higher linearity but lower power 
efficiency, and the nonlinear amplifiers give opposite phenomenon. The aim of 
linearization techniques is to minimize the trade-off between linearity and power 
efficiency. Also, operation bandwidth is an other important factor to determine the 
effectiveness of the linearization technique. Other concerns on the linearization 
technique include: stability, simplicity and cost. In the following discussion, various 
linearization techniques will be introduced including the most popular schemes: 
feedback, pre-distortion and feed-forward methods. 
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3.1 Power Backoff 
Power back-off is the simplest technique to achieve the linearity requirement 
because it requires no external circuitry. When the signal power is lowered, the linear 
term of Taylor's series {giVi(t) in (2.2)) dominates the whole series and results in 
linear output. As mentioned before, the third-order terms are proportional to a�，so 
IdB back-off on input signal would provide 3dB decrease in the third-order 
intermodulation product, that is 2dB improvement on the linearity. 
However, this method suffers from poor power efficiency, which leads to low 
battery life-time and thermal problem. 
I /f 
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g outpi^y^ / 
y / / Third-order IMD 
y / / output 
• 
Input Power 
Fig 3.1 First-order and Third-order IMD Output Power against Input Power  
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3.2 Feedback Techniques 
Harold Black, an electronic engineer, proposed using feedback as a useful 
circuit function and the feedback amplifier in late 1920s [3]. The feedback technique 
has been applied almost universally to error correction of all forms [4] - [8]. It is 
extensively used for plant and process control, it is also widely used in audio 
amplifiers. Fig. 3.2 depicts the general structure of a feedback system. The forward 
path of the system consists a nonlinear amplifier. The feedback path may contain a 
number of signal processing elements, however in the simplest case, it could be a 
potential divider to provide a linear feedback. The comparator is a voltage subtracter 
of unity gain. 
No门li门� 
Input ^ ^ i f i e r output ’ 
^ ^ ^ y(t) 
Feedback ^  
Factor 
Fig. 3.2 General Feedback System 
This scheme, however, suffers from many inherent drawbacks such as restricted 
bandwidth, reduction of gain for linearity and poor stability. These disadvantages 
limit its application to modern wireless systems. 
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3.3 Predistortion Techniques 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the nonlinear output of an amplifier can be 
represented mathematically by (2.2). The amount of AM/AM and AM/PM distortion 
introduced by the amplifier are functions of signal level and the relative contributions 
of the amplifier coefficients gy, g2... Conceptually, if all the coefficients are 
known, the amplifier distortion can be compensated by introducing a nonlinear 
element being cascaded with the amplifier and processing complementary nonlinear 
characteristic to the amplifier. This extra nonlinear element is called predistorter. Fig 
3.3 shows the structure of predistortion technique in which the nonlinear functions 
G(x) and F(x) should have complementary characteristics, i.e. G(F(x)) should be 
equal to a constant. 
^ 1 i Nonlinear 
Predistorter Amplifier 
Input Output 
• F(x) • G ( x ) � • 
x(t) I k(t) ^ ^ y(t) 
F(x) G(x) y(t) 
• A 4 
k ' l z : 忆 
x(t) k(t) X(t) 
Fig. 3.3 Structure of Predistortion Linearization 
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The predistortion function can be implemented at baseband, IF or RF [9] - [11]. 
Practically, the degree of linearity improvement depends upon a wide variety of 
considerations, and in particular on the form of the transfer characteristic of the 
amplifier. If the transfer characteristic behaves well, greater degree of improvement 
can be achieved. However, it is almost impossible to fabricate a circuit with the exact 
required transfer characteristic. In fact, in most applications, the predistortion 
network merely attempts to compensate for the third-order nonlinear term. 
A fundamental advantage of predistortion is its ability to linearize 
simultaneously the entire bandwidth of an amplifier since there is no inherent 
feedback path. Therefore, it is widely applied for use in wideband multi-carrier 
systems, such as satellite amplifiers or in cellular base station applications. In 
addition, unlike many other linearization techniques, predistortion does not 
significantly reduce the efficiency of an amplifier. However, predistorters are 
normally optimized for a specific power level and that they can typically only 
provide limited reduction in distortion, normally only of third-order distortion 
products. To overcome this problem, additional adaptive circuitry is applied to keep 
tracking with the change of environmental factors [12] - [14]. 
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3.4 Feedforward Technique 
The feedforward technique is proposed by H. S. Black [15], who is the inventor 
of feedback technique as well. In the past, however, the device gain was usually 
inexpensive to accomplish, and stability was relatively easy to achieve due to the 
comparatively small bandwidth required. The inherent disadvantages of feedback, in 
terms of gain-bandwidth product limitation and the reduction of gain for linearity, 
were not problems. The simplicity of the feedback method made it attractive for 
widely used for the past narrow band applications. As a result, feedforward method 
was virtually ignored, until the late 1960s when the RF communication systems have 
become popular. 
For wideband RF applications, feedforward is one of the most effective 
linearization techniques. This technique involves no inherent feedback path and so it 
is unconditionally stable. It allows operation over theoretically unlimited bandwidth 
and it is able to meet the specifications of modern broadband communication system. 
It achieves extremely high degree of linearity compared with feedback and 
predistortion. The major drawback of feedforward technique is that the amplitude 
and phase balance between different signal paths will limit the linearization 
achievement. The electronic components, especially the main amplifier and the 
auxiliary amplifier, may differ from its own transfer characteristics during different 
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operating environments. As a result, adaptive networks are necessary to be employed 
to compensate the drift of circuit parameters. 
Applications of feedforward on power amplifier include military HF 
communications, integrated cable TV amplifiers, satellite amplifiers and cellular 
radio systems. The use of feedforward linearization circuits in next generation power 
amplifier is becoming more common especially with multi-carrier or multi-channel 
power amplifiers. 
3.5 Linearization Systems with Signal Processing 
The linearization techniques discussed in this section involve some form of 
signal processing to radically alter the original signal. All of these techniques have 
potential for very high efficiencies; however, their inherent complexities limit their 
applications on current commercial systems. 
3.5.1 Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER) 
In EER [16], the input signal is split to form a baseband path containing the 
envelope of the input signal and an RF path containing a constant-envelope phase 
modulated carrier signal. The envelope signal is created by limiting the RF input so 
that amplitude modulation component is extracted. The constant-envelope RF signal 
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is then amplified by a high-efficiency RF amplifier while the baseband AM signal is 
amplified by a suitably efficient audio amplifier. Finally, the resulting high-power 
audio signal is used to modulate the final RF signal to restore the signal envelope. 
AF amplifier 
广 ⑴ ， 
Signal S, (t) = cos(o)p (t)] fxi^oo 
ViJt)= • separation/ GS.m^ (t) 
1/⑴ cosK ^H)(f)】 generation pp 
Fig, 3.4 Structure of EER Amplifier [17] 
3.5.2 Linear Amplification Using Nonlinear Components (LINC) 
The input signal of LINC transmitter [18] is split into two constant-envelope, 
phase modulated signals by the signal separation or generation process, and each is 
fed to its own nonlinear but high efficient RF power amplifier. The resulting output 
signal is simply summing the two high power constant-envelope signals. 
RF amplifier 
I 
• - _ _ X t i o n / 
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\ 怜 -
RF amplifier 
Fig. 3.5 Structure of a LINC Transmitter [17] 
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3.5.3 Combined Analogue-Locked Loop Universal Modulator (CALLUM) 
The CALLUM technique [19] is based on LINC technique in which CALLUM 
generate the required signals for the LINC in a simple, cheap and integrable form. 
Also, CALLUM provides a control mechanism to automatically compensate for gain 
and phase errors in the RF amplifier chains in LINC. 
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Component separation and 
frequency translation 
Fig. 3.6 Structure of a CALLUM modulator [17] 
3.5.4 Linear Amplification Employing Sampling Techniques (LIST) 
The LIST transmitter [20] takes baseband input signals in I and Q format and 
performs all of the upconversion and modulation processes before the amplification 
stage. After passing the delta-coder and quadrature upconversion, the 
constant-envelop signals in two channels are amplified by a high efficiency power 
amplifier, says class-E power stage. Finally, the two paths are combined and fed to a 
bandpass filter. This structure can benefit from no degradation in linearity 
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performance even any imbalance between two paths. 
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Fig. 3.7 Structure of a LIST Transmitter [17] 
3.6 Other Linearization Techniques 
Harmonic tuning [21] has been proposed to improve the IMD performance 
without reduction of gain and power efficiency. Also, second harmonic injection [22] 
has applied for power amplifier linearization. The injected second harmonic signal is 
mixed with the main-tone to generate the third-order IMD signal. This artificial 
third-order IMD component is used to cancel the natural one by proper adjustments 
on the gain and phase of the injected second harmonic signal. To further improve the 
suppression, simultaneous harmonic and baseband injection method [23] has been 
proposed. Recently, a generalized low-frequency signal injection method is also 
reported for linearization of amplifiers and mixers [35, 36]. 
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Chapter 4 Feed-forward Power Amplifier 
System 
Feed-forward approach can be treated as an alternative implementation of the 
same basic concept as feedback approach, except that the correction is applied to the 
output, but not the input, of the amplifier. As mentioned before, the time causality 
conflict of feedback is removed and hence feed-forward approach can solve the 
problems of instability and bandwidth limitations in feedback system. 
4.1 General Description 
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： ;： f j j ^ ： 
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Fig 4.1 Block Diagram of Feed-forward Power Amplifier System 
Fig. 4.1 shows the functional block diagram of a typical feed-forward power 
amplifier system. The basic feed-forward scheme consists of two signal cancellation 
loops: error extraction loop (Loop 1) and distortion cancellation loop (Loop 2). The 
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function of the first loop is to isolate the intermodulation products generated in a 
main amplifier (error extraction), followed by recombination of the extracted 
distortion signal to the main amplifier output signal resulting in a distortion free 
output signal (distortion cancellation). In loop 1, the input signal is split into two 
paths by a directional coupler, one is routed to the main amplifier and the rest to a 
delay element. A portion of main amplifier output signal sampled from a coupler is 
combined with the output of the delay element to eliminate the original input signal. 
Thus, a 'pure' distortion signal is extracted from loop 1. In loop 2, the 'pure' 
distortion signal is amplified by a linearly auxiliary amplifier to the required level 
and combined destructively to the main amplifier output signals (distortion 
cancellation). As a result, an error-free output signal is generated. Delay elements are 
used in both loops to compensate for the group delay through the main and auxiliary 
amplifiers. 
Feed-forward scheme benefits from many aspects as an amplifier linearization 
technique. First of all, in contrast to feedback technique, it does not reduce amplifier 
gain theoretically for linearity. Gain-bandwidth is conserved within the band of 
interest. In addition, correction is independent of the magnitude of the amplifier 
delays within the system and it is not attempted based on past events. One important 
advantage is that feed-forward configuration inherently contains no feedback path, it 
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is therefore unconditionally stable. Moreover, the error amplifier is used to process 
the main amplifier distortion information and hence it can be of a much lower power 
than the main amplifier. Thus it is likely that a more linear and lower noise error 
amplifier can be constructed. 
Feed-forward scheme, however, suffers from some major disadvantages which 
have generally led to its relative unpopularity compared with feedback and 
predistortion technique. Firstly, change of device characteristics with time and 
temperature are not compensated. The open-loop nature of the feed-forward system 
does not permit it to assess its own performance and correct for time variations in its 
system components. Also, the matching between the circuit elements in both 
amplitude and phase must be maintained to a very high degree over the correction 
bandwidth of interest. As a result, additional adaptive control circuitry is usually 
introduced to maintain excellent IMD performance of FFPA system. 
4.2 Adaptive Feed-forward Power Amplifier System 
A considerable part of the design effort focused on feed-forward amplifiers over 
the last 20 years has concerned the development of techniques to ensure the 
maintenance of optimum performance over time. Since the gain and phase matching 
characteristics of feed-forward amplifiers are critical to their performance it is   
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necessary to ensure that these can be maintained throughout the designed life of the 
amplifier. While the major environmental factors changing the nonlinear 
characteristics of an amplifier are the temperature drift and component aging. Fig. 
4.2 illustrates the typical gain response of an RF transistor. There exists 3 to 4 dB 
variation in gain response over 125°C temperature range. This variation limits the 
achievable suppression ratio severely as discussed in section 5.6.2. Therefore, 
additional circuitry to monitor loop performance and correct for errors is applied. 
Gain vs . T e m p e m t u r e 
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Fig 4.2 Performance chart of a high dynamic range FET (FHl)fwm WJ 
Communications, Inc. 
The idea of allowing the system to monitor its own performance and then 
performing the necessary correction implies some form of feedback system around 
the feed-forward loop. This feedback system is required to control the gain and phase 
matching of the two halves of the feed-forward loop. Thus it is evident that two 
separate feedback systems are required: one to correct for the gain and phase   
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mismatches in the error extraction loop (loop 1) in order to minimize the input signal 
component of the error signal, and the second to correct for the gain and phase 
mismatches in the distortion cancellation loop (loop 2) so as to minimize the amount 
of distortion present in the final output signal. These additional loops are 
conceptually described as Fig. 4.3. 
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Fig 4.3 Feedback control applied to a feed-forward amplifier 
Since feed-forward linearization is most often applied to amplifiers having a 
significant power output, the power handling capabilities of the gain and phase 
compensation components must be carefully considered. These adjustment 
components should be placed in the small signal paths of the system, that is, at the 
inputs from both of the amplifiers. In addition, the linearity of the adjustment 
components is critical to the overall system performance. In the case of the error 
extraction loop, if the component is placed in the time-delay path, its distortion will 
appear in the output of the loop and this error cannot be eliminated. However, if it is  
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placed before the amplifiers, its distortion will appear as part of that from the main 
amplifier and it will be corrected as such at the final output. As a result, position 
prior to the main amplifier is usually considered to be optimum for the adjustment 
components. 
4.2.1 Power Minimization 
A number of patents have been filed relating to the correction schemes designed 
to maintain the amplitude and phase balances discussed above over time and 
temperature. The most straightforward method of assessing the level of the tones 
within the error signal is simply to detect the overall power of the complete signal 
[24]. In principle, the error extraction loop is used to remove the main-tone 
component from the nonlinear signal and therefore the power level of the error signal 
should achieve minimum by proper adjustment of amplitude and phase. While the 
function of the distortion cancellation loop is to cancel the distortion products from 
the nonlinear output of the main amplifier; hence, the distortion components of the 
final output signal must be monitored and minimized in this case. Fig. 4.4 depicts the 
basic configuration of feed-forward amplifier using power minimization on both 
loops. The detector could be any forms of broadband power detector; a simple 
example being an envelope detector. 
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Fig. 4.4 Configuration of a feed-forward amplifier using power minimization 
techniques 
However, this technique for the distortion cancellation loop is usually 
unsatisfactory because at the output of the loop, the linear components are dominated 
(typically the distortion signal is 40 - 60dB less than the linear components), which 
leads to the difficulty to detect the distortion signal level. The dominant (or masking) 
of the linear component results in long convergence time required on the system and 
the system could easily be fooled by even small change in input level. One 
possibility to overcome the problem is to generate a second "error signal" called pilot 
signal as discussed in the next section. 
4.2.2 Pilot Injection Technique 
The second main compensation technique involves the injection of an additional 
carrier into the error loop immediately prior to the main amplifier [25]. The level of 
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this injected signal is usually significantly less than the level of the main input signal, 
lOdB or 20dB being typically. 
The injected signal will be amplified by the main amplifier and will pass to the 
output coupler via the time-delay element in the usual manner. A sample of the 
carrier will also be present in the error signal and will be amplified by the error 
amplifier before being fed to the output coupler in anti-phase to its main-path 
counterpart. If the distortion cancellation loop is adjusted correctly, this injected 
signal will be cancelled at the final output, and hence the compensation circuitry 
must aim to minimize its level in the output signal. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the 
configuration of pilot-injection strategy. 
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Fig. 4.5 Adaptive feed-forward amplifier using pilot-injection technique  
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‘ Although this configuration can overcome the problem of the masking from 
strong main-tone component, it results in other disadvantages. Firstly, the 
requirement of the operation bandwidth of the error amplifier is increased for the 
pilot signal. Secondly, the injected signal will inter-modulate with the wanted signals 
in the main amplifier and create additional IMD products. Thirdly, incomplete 
removal of the pilot is also a problem and so an additional output filtering should be 
employed and which further increases the circuit complexity. 
4.2.3 Look-up-table Technique (Temperature Compensation) 
Instead of pilot-injection method, look-up-table approach [26] is proposed in the 
distortion cancellation loop to overcome the masking problem at the linearized 
output. This adaptation scheme focuses on one of the environmental factors, usually 
is the operating temperature. The system operates by measuring the temperature of 
the amplifier, and utilizing a predefined look-up-table to relate the measured 
temperature to settings for the gain and phase controllers. The coefficients for the 
look-up-table are usually determined experimentally, with optimum performance 
being obtained by automatic measurement and optimization over a number of 
samples of the final amplifier. The look-up-table can be simply implemented by 
EPROM or other memory devices. Hence, it is relatively low complexity. 
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Fig. 4.6 Adaptive feed-forward amplifier using look-up-table method 
This scheme, obviously, is not an "intelligent" approach and it can be optimized 
for the change of temperature only but not other operating conditions such as 
component aging and change of input power. The performance of this configuration 
would still degrade with time. 
4.2.4 Correlation Based Feedback Control (Dual-loop) 
An alternative adaptive control mechanism [27] is shown in Fig. 4.7. This 
scheme is to compare the correlation of two sampled signals from the circuitry so as 
to adjust the gain and phase balances in both loops. 
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Fig. 4,7 Correlation-based control of an adaptive FFPA 
In error extraction loop, for proper gain and phase values, the error signal Ve(t) 
should contain the nonlinear components only and therefore it should be uncorrelated, 
or minimum correlation in practical situation, with respect to the input signal Vi(t). A 
complex correlator is used to calculate the correlation between the input signal and 
the error signal, while vector modulator is used to control the gain and phase changes 
by the quadrature control signals. In distortion cancellation loop, the error signal and 
the linearized output signal should be minimum correlation and therefore similar 
circuitry is constructed to calculate the correlation value between Ve(t) and VloO) and 
returns the values to the vector modulator in prior to error amplifier. 
This scheme can achieve the highest suppression ratio compared with the 
previous methods and it can keep track with all the change of operating conditions, 
including temperature drift, component aging, change of input level, change of 
biasing voltage supplies etc. 
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However, similar to power minimization approach, the distortion component in 
the output signal VLo(t) is masked by the strong linear component. This results in 
extremely long convergence time and strong convergence error at the distortion 
cancellation loop. This problem can be overcome by introducing an additional loop 
for the suppression of the main-tone. 
4.2.5 Correlation Based Feedback Control (Triple-loop) 
In dual-loop configuration, the strong bias effect and slow convergence speed of 
distortion extraction loop is caused by the strong self-noise presented. This 
phenomena is mainly due to the masking of the IMD signal by the stronger main tone 
signal at the linearized output. An additional loop [28] is added to the conventional 
adaptive FFPA so as to suppress the self noise at the distortion cancellation loop. As 
a result, both the IMD suppression ratio and loop convergence time can be improved. 
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the configuration of triple-loop adaptive FFPA system. The 
working principle of the main-tone suppression loop is quite similar to the error 
extraction loop. The linearized output VloO) is subtracted from the distortion free 
input signal Vi(t) so as to suppress the main-tone component before feeding it to the 
complex correlator at the distortion cancellation loop. The delay element is employed 
to compensate for the group delay involved, while the vector modulator is used to 
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provide proper gain and phase balances in suppressing the main-tone component. 
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Fig. 4.8 Configuration of Correlation-based Triple-loop Adaptive FFPA 
4.2.6 Digital Implementation on Adaptive FFPA 
The correlation based adaptive FFPA can be implemented in either analog or 
digital form. However, in the analog version, the DC offset associated with the 
mixers inside the RF correlators could give rise to incorrect convergence of the 
control signals. Moreover, the system involves a number of expensive and bulky RF 
components. To overcome the above problems, digital implementation may be  
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introduced [29]. In addition, digital FFPA allows some special DSP algorithms to 
implemented for improving system performance, such as high-order narrow band 
FIR filter by using FFT transformation, etc. In the next chapter, the software 
implementations for triple-loop configuration will be described. 
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Chapter 5 DSP-based Adaptive FFPA 
Analysis 
The analog implementation and analysis of triple-loop configuration adaptive 
FFPA has been shown elsewhere [30,31]. This configuration can reduce the 
convergence time and bias effect at the distortion cancellation loop associated with 
the traditional dual-loop configuration. In this chapter, the digital implementation of 
the triple-loop FFPA configuration is described. 
5.1 System Architecture 
Fig. 5.1 shows the architecture of the DSP based adaptive FFPA system. Rather 
than using RF correlators as in the analog version, the signals Vi(t), Ve(t) and VloO) 
required for correlation calculation in all loops are performed in the digital domain by 
DSP. To accomplish the task, these signals are first captured by RF couplers, then 
downconverted and sampled by using analog-to-digital converters (ADC). Finally, 
these digitized data are transformed to the microprocessor/DSP for computing the 
loop control signals ( a and /3). 
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Fig 5.1 DSP based Adaptive FFPA 
Generally speaking, this platform can be used to implement both dual-loop and 
triple-loop configurations. In fact, the main-tone suppression loop may be 
implemented entirely in the DSP (software based), and therefore no vector modulator 
is actually required for the additional loop. Note that the proposed digital FFPA 
configuration contains fewer RF components such as complex correlators, vector 
modulators, power splitters and combiners. 
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5.2 System Modeling 
The operating principle of triple-loop adaptive FFPA has been shown in Fig. 4.7. 
The equivalent signal-flow diagram of the DSP-based implementation is similar to the 
analog version, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. In the diagram, the coupler and power splitter 
are eliminated for ease of analysis. Also, the error amplifier is assumed to be ideal 
such that no distortion signal are generated from it. The analysis of the system 
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Fig. 5.2 Signal-Flow Diagram of Triple-loop Adaptive FFPA system 
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5.3 Principle of Adaptation 
5.3.1 Adaptation in Error Extraction Loop 
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Fig 5.3 Error Extraction Loop Model 
The error extraction loop aims to extract the nonlinear components contributed 
from the main amplifier at the output. The nonlinear main amplifier can be modeled 
by a complex baseband third-order power series: 
=G[v.]=a^v.+a^ | v, v, (5.1) 
where G[.] is the nonlinear transfer gain of the main amplifier. 
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The output voltage is a combination of the linear component Vo,linear and 
nonlinear component Vo,nonlinear such that: 
^ojinear (5.2) 
^o^onlinear = "3 k . (5.3) 
From Fig. 5.3，the extracted or error signal is simply given by: 
K=G[v.]-v.a (5.4) 
where a is the adjustable complex gain of the vector modulator. To balance the 
loop for the cancellation of the main-tone, the mean-square value of the error signal 
(Ja) is minimized by using the steepest descend method: 
(5.5) 
, , f 畤 ( 5 . 6 ) 
V J 
where E[.] denotes the statistical expectation operator, A a is the incremental vector 
of the control signal, Ka is the loop-gain constant. 
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However, to reduce the computational power requirement for real-time operation 
in the adaptive FFPA system, an approximation of the steepest descent method is 
applied where the expectation operator is ignored, namely Widrow's Least Mean 
Square (LMS) algorithm. Thus, A a is now given by: 
f a v H 
Aa 丨篇 
\ J 
fgyyv / dvl ‘ 
一 ^a.LMS ^ • • 。 I 彻e J 
— K V 顺 小  - . 、 ^  
=Ka LMs. . v/ •.. G[Vi] is independent on a 
Therefore, the value of the control variable in the error extraction loop is given 
by: 
a …+ 1] = a[n] + • vJ/7] • (5.7) 
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5.3.2 Adaptation in Main-tone Suppression Loop 
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Fig, 5.4 Main-tone Suppression Loop Model 
The operating principle of the main-tone suppression loop is similar to the error 
extraction loop. The linear component in the linearized output VLO is suppressed so 
that VLCI contain only the distortion component of the main amplifier. Based on the 
LMS algorithm, the cost function Jy, the loop output signal Vu, and the incremental 
vector of the control parameter A 7 of the main-tone suppression loop are given by: 
心 = 纠 v j 2 ] (5.8) 
=^Lo -^iY (5.9) 
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I dvu j 
--^r.LMS • � “ ^  
=K“ms . ^u • •.. VLo is independent on r 
Subsequently, the adaptation expression for the main-tone suppression loop is 
given by: 
+1] = + KY、隱.. (5.10) 
5.3.3 Adaptation in Distortion Cancellation Loop 
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To optimize the distortion cancellation performance, its cost function J 0 , 
linearized output V i d， a n d incremental vector of control parameter /S are 
represented by: 
(5.11) 
^ u = L^o - = K - - V / (5.12) 
A / ? k - � 
A " = -尺 / U A / ‘ S又 
{ a 心 、 
一 ^p.LMS ~ “ ； “ “ no 
I � 邱) 
= Kp�LMs'Vui�\: ••• Vo and v,- r are independent on /3 
Finally, the adaptation expression for the distortion cancellation loop is given by: 
A " + l]=:/?lAl + � u i . v:kl (5.13) 
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5.3.4 Complex Adaptation 
The algorithm described in the above equation is complex in the sense that the 
input signal, error signal and the control parameter are all complex valued. To 
implement the above equation in software, the real and imaginary parts of the control 
parameter are calculated separately. As a result, by equating the real and imaginary 
parts in (5.7)，（5.9), (5.10) and (5.13), we have: 
ct,[n + \] = a,[n] + 篇.(v‘'’/[”]. v.j[n] +、；。["] • v,,�["]) (5.14) 
[“ + 1 ] = 汉 + ^a.LMS . (V‘,,y [ “ ] • V丨J [ « ] - V d [ “ ] • V,’y[”]) (5.15) 
+ 1] = P M + . . + . V,’�["]) (5.16) 
A?[“ + 1] = PqM + K 隣 . . V‘�/[/7] — V �[ n ] . v…[«]) (5.17) 
r,[n + \] = r,[n] + Ky譯• (V,兄/[n]. v"[/?] + [n]. v,^["]) (5.18) 
YqI'^  + 1] = YqM + Ky丄MS .(•!‘/’(_)W. V,.’/[“]- • V,.�["]) (5.19) 
•UJ W = V ⑷[n] - [r； [“] - rg M) (5.20) 
� . � ) [ " ] =• W " ] - [ rg i ' ^KM + riif^Kgin]) (5.21) 
The subscripts I and Q denote "in-phase" and "quadrature" components, 
respectively. 
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5.4 Adaptation Performance Analysis 
In the above adaptation equations, K is the loop-gain which determines the 
adaptation behavior of the loop and its stability. Performance analysis of digital FFPA 
is given in the following sections. 
5.4.1 Condition for Convergence 
The convergence criteria can be obtained by combining (5.1) and (5.7), to give: 
«[” +1] = + Ka�LMs • Kif^] • 
=a[…+ K“ms . (g[v,]- v;[/7] - a[n]. v,[/7]. 
= 1 -厂《./篇卜/["]|2 )• a{n] + Ka郷 .G[v,]. v;[/7] 
= J - � ,m s , h M �) • oc[n] + K a譯 • (a, . —,["]�+ . |v,["]� （5.22) 
The first term in (5.22), that is 1 - ，governs the transient behavior of the 
adaptation. Taking expectation on both sides, and assuming Vi[n] is independent of a 
[n], we get: 
E{a[n +1]} = (l - • ^{|v,[;7f + • E{a, .|v,ixf + a�.…'.⑷广} (5.23) 
From (5.23), a [n] converges if and only if 1 - K“ms .列巧 [ … � } < 1，therefore, the 
convergence condition is given by: 
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-1<1-欠《肩•巧 <1 (5.24) 
(5.25) 
where P, denotes the power of the input signal 
By similar approach, the convergence condition for the distortion extraction loop 
and main-tone cancellation loop can be stated as: 
0〈火 /u•〈是 (5-26) 
0〈尺 , ,而 < " 1 (5.27) 
5.4.2 Rate of convergence 
The transient behavior can also be deduced from the first term of (5.23): 
a[n + = + a[n] = (1 -K^ .^s . •«[“] 
= (5.28) 
The transient response of the control parameter can be therefore be written as: 
( 1 ) (5.28) 
A Of = exp  
I ^ J 
' a = J p (5.30) 
where r a is called the time-constant of the transient response. 
By similar approach, the time-constant of distortion extraction loop and 
main-tone cancellation loop are given by: 
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K ^ P (5-31) 
八 P�LMS •厂e 
K \ P (5.32) 
��LMS ,厂/ 
5.4.3 Misadjustment 
Upon convergence at the error extraction loop, the error signal Ve comes close to 
the value of the distortion component of amplifier output v ,^ nonlinear- However, due to 
the presence of noise (unsuppressed main-tone) in the estimate of the gradient, the 
control parameters will also be noisy. As a result, the power of the error signal Ve will 
be higher than the optimal solution. It is of interest to consider the ratio between this 
excess mean square error and the optimal error power. This dimensionless ratio is 
called misadjustment M which is defined by: 
M = � g — � i n (5.33) 
m^in 
where e aig is the converged value of the error signal by the algorithm used and e 丨― 
is the ideal error signal value. 
To calculate the ideal value of the error signal, simply put the derivative of the 
cost function to zero, that is: 
丛 = 0 (5.34) 
da 
Therefore, the optimum value of control parameter a opi can be derived as: 
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Then, the minimum error signal is given by: 
-义P')^'. +«3卜,.|\.| (5.36) 
The value of error signal of the LMS algorithm is given by: 
Sims = Hm v丄= l i m ( a , - + t/3|v.|" v,. (5.37) 
By combining (5.33), (5.35), (5.36) and (5.37), the misadjustment of the error 
extraction loop is thus given by: 
M a j M s = K “ M s ' P i (5.38) 
Similarly, the misadjustment of the distortion cancellation loop and main-tone 
suppression loop is given by: 
似/UMs 二火/UMs.巧 （5.39) 
(5.40) 
Misadjustment governs the suppression ratio of each loop. Small misadjustment 
leads to a high suppression ratio at the output of each loop and to achieve high ACPR 
value. 
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5.4.4 Summary of the System Performance 
From the above derivation, it can be observed that the chosen value of K can 
affect the convergence behaviour of the system. First of all, the loop-gain parameter 
must lie within a certain range for convergence to occur. Furthermore, there is a 
trade-off between the speed of convergence and misadjustment. Large loop-gain 
setting will result in fast convergence rate at the expense of misadjustment increased, 
and vice versa. The proper choice of loop-gain value depends on the system 
specification. In practice, adaptive FFPA system aims to keep track of temperature 
drift, component aging and variation in supply voltage, which are inherently slow 
time-varying parameters and therefore a low loop-gain value may be preferred. 
5.5 System Design Consideration 
5.5.1 Quadrature Sampling 
Implementation of the adaptation equations involves digital conversion of the 
down-converted signals Vi(t), Ve(t) and Vijt) into I and Q channels. Two possible 
sampling schemes are illustrated in Fig 5.6. The sampling scheme of Fig. 5.6(b) is 
preferred because it requires less components. The I and Q components are computed 
numerically inside the microprocessor by using cosine and sine functions. Note that 
interpolated filter are used to compensate the 1/2 sampling period offset between the I 
• sT 
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and Q components in the digital domain. 





^ ③ — — ^ LPF I——>1 A/D I——• ^Q(^) 
(a). Conventional digital sampling 
I 门 even 
cos(mr/2) 
Sif) A  




(b). Preferred digital sampling 
Fig. 5.6 Digital Sampling 
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Fig. 5.7 Data Processing in Adaptive FFPA 
In order to meet the real-time requirement of practical adaptive FFPA system, 
efficient data capturing and processing techniques have to be adopted. Fig. 5.7 shows 
the flow diagram of data processing proposed for the adaptive FFPA system. The 
down-converted signal was first sampled using high-speed analog-to-digital converter 
(ADC) and stored in memory. The I and Q components were extracted and used to 
obtain the required loop control parameters. These numbers were then fed to the 
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) for controlling the vector modulators. Finally, a 
new block of data was requested for the next adaptation cycle.  
• 5 l 
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Based on this approach, the computation power of the processor depends only on 
the required adaptation speed but not on the signal bandwidth. Though some data was 
lost between cycles, the overall performance would not be affected because only the 
correlation of particular signals at the adaptation rate was really required. High-speed 
A/D converters were still needed to minimize the I/Q channel misalignment 
associated with the sampling process. 
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5.6 Sensitivity Analysis 
Feed-forward approach provides an extremely high degree of linearity at the 
expense of circuitry complexity and cost. The requirements of good signal-path 
matching include amplitude, phase and time-delay. Any mismatches will degrade the 
linearity performance of the system. Though nearly perfect component matching may 
be achieved in manufecturing, temperature drift and aging effect of circuit 
components cause amplitude and phase deviation over time and will result in 
performance degradation. 
5.6.1 Vector Representation 
\ . . Cancellation Signal in 
• • ^ � • Wcancel corresponding Path 
Unwanted Signal w . \ 






Fig. 5.8 Vector Representation on Signal Cancellation Loop 
Basic FFPA system consists of two signal cancellation loops. The loop input 
signal is split into two components and they pass through two different paths. If 
amplitude, phase and time-delay are well balanced in the loop, the unwanted signal 
— ^ 
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component (Vin) in main path can be perfectly cancelled by the signal (Vcance i ) in the 
corresponding path. In practice, those balances can almost be achieved but not exactly, 
and hence there exist an unsuppressed resultant error signal (Verroi). The amount of 
signal cancellation can be characterized by the suppression ratio which is given by the 
ratio between the magnitude of the resultant error output signal and input signal. 
� o n i n a 丨厂一(,)丨 ( 5 . 4 1 ) 
SR(,b = 2 0 log,0 厂“,） 
5.6.2 Amplitude and Phase Matching 
Consider a sinusoidal input as an input to the signal cancellation loop, it can 
represented by: 
V,Xt) = Aco?,{(ot + e ) (5.42) 
If the input signal experiences amplitude gain with (1+ d A) and phase shift with 
d 0 in the corresponding signal path as illustrated in Fig 5.9. The error output signal 
of the signal cancellation loop is given by: 
V�.0,.(0 = Acos{cot + 0)+ A{\ + )cos{cot -vO'tSQ+tj:) (5.43) 
Vin + Verror 
- n  
—•I 1+5A H ejse I ~ 
Fig. 5.9 Signal Cancellation Loop with Amplitude and Phase imbalance  
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The phase of the signal is arbitrary and so it is permissible to set 6*=0. By 
re-arranging the terms, we obtain 
� . "or ( 0 = ^ • [l - 0 + ^A )cos 5o ]cos cot + A - i } ^ - ) s i n 5�sin cot (5.44) 
Considering the magnitude of the output signal only: 
Kor(0| = A • ^\-2{\ + S,)cosS,+{\ + S j - (5.45) 
Hence, the maximum achievable suppression ratio due to amplitude and phase 
mismatch is given by: 
SR,s = 201og,o ^ \ - 2 { \ + S , ) c o s S , + { \ + S , y (5.46) 
Fig. 5.10 illustrates the signal cancellation performance versus different values of 
amplitude and phase errors. 
-151 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
r ^ ^ -
產-35- -
-
W -45 - / -
-50 - / 
/ O 5A = 0.001 
/ A 5A = 0.01 
-55 - A 5A = 0.04 . 
/ 0 5A=0.07 
/ X 8A = 0.1 
arJL 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 I 
0 0 5 1 2 Z 5 3 4 4.5 5 
Phase Error I Degree 
Fig. 5.10 Suppression Ratio Achievement versus Amplitude and Phase Errors 
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5.6.3 Time-delay Matching 
Again, a sinusoidal waveform is assumed for the input signal. The resultant error 
signal component is given by: 
V： (/) = A cos[(V(t-T) + 0]-A cos[(D{t — (r + ST)) + 0] (5.47) 
Vin + Verror 
^ T ~ • 
• T+5T  
Fig. 5.11 Signal Cancellation Loop with Time-delay Imbalance 
Note that the absolute phase delay associated with the signal paths is unimportant, 
only the relative delay should be taken into account and so we can set 6* 二0 and 
r = 0 . 
V _ ( t ) = Acos(cotXl-cos(coAT)) +A sm(cot)sm(a)AT) (5 .48) 
As a result, the magnitude of the error component is given by: 
|厂_.(0丨=2斗11(宇)| (5.49) 
For small A r , the magnitude of the error component is approximately given 
as: 
yerrori0\ = A-\c0AT\ (5.50) 
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The operating bandwidth of the system is y^ = 2兀B. Thus, the suppression ratio 
of the loop can be expressed by: 
57? = 201og|2;r5Ar| (5.51) 
Given a band-limited signal, the above equation indicates that delay mismatch 
has a severe effect on IMD suppression ratio. The variation of suppression ratio as a 
function of delay mismatch is given in Fig 5.12 for illustration. 
101 1 1 1 1 1 
.1。-
1 - 2 � - / ^ ^ ^   
o / _ -
.衰 / X . .. .. '---一一 
， / , . ... Z -
::f   
.../ / — Bandwidth = 100kHz 
-50 - / / — Bandwidth = 200kHz “ 
/ / Z — Bandwidth = 500kHz 
i / …“…Bandwidth = 1 MHz 
/ / o Bandwidth = 2MHz . 
- U X Bandwidth = 5MHz 
7aLl I I 1 I 1 — 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Delay (no. of cycle) 
Fig. 5.12 Suppression Ratio against Time-delay 
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5.7 Analog-to-Digital Interface: Design Consideration 
DSP-based adaptive FFPA system involves analog-to-digital interface for 
capturing baseband signal for further processing. To meet the linearity requirement at 
the system output, both the sampling rate and the resolution of the analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) must be carefully chosen. This section investigates the effect of 
these parameters on the linearity performance of adaptive FFPA system. 
5.7.1 Sampling Rate Consideration on adaptive FFPA system 
In principle, the system bandwidth has to be much larger than the signal 
bandwidth in order to suppress higher-order distortion components. Based on Nyquist 
theorem, the sampling rate required is simply given by: 
瞧 (5.52) 
where 力 is the sampling rate and Bmd is the effective bandwidth including the 
distortion spectral components. For example, if an input signal with IMHz bandwidth 
is used, in order to suppress the third and fifth-order distortion signal components, the 
minimum sampling rate is lOMHz 
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5.7.2 Finite Word-length 
Under uniform quantization assumption, the analog signal is sampled and coded 
with a value varying from 0 to 2�1, where b is the number of bit of the ADC. The 
level of quantization error clearly depends on the resolution of the ADC device 
chosen. For an ADC with b digits, the quantization step, q, is given by: 
(5.53) 
where 2A is the full-scale range of the input signal. 
Assuming the quantization error � is random and uniformly distributed in the 
interval with zero mean, the quantization noise power, o"/, can therefore be 
2 
derived as: 
CT/ = ['YP{e)de 
1 jV/2 2 , 




For a pure sine wave input, the average input signal power is given by — . So, 
the signal-to-noise ratio due to the quantization effect is given by: 
f 
SNRq[dB~\ =101og 
V / I 2 J 
« 6.02/7+ 1.76 (5.55) 
“""“6\ 
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In order to take into account the statistical property of a modulated input signal, 
the crest factor, k, is often employed (ratio of peak to RMS value of a signal). 
Subsequently, the SNRq value for a modulated signal may be expressed as: 
r 2 � 
SNR^[dB] = l 0 1 o g � 
卜 " J 
f 1 
= 101og — - - - r 
L �k 广 ) 
(力2 \ 
= 101og — 20 log/: 
«6.02Z) + 4.77-201ogA： (5.56) 
Supposing that the peak amplitude of the modulation signal is normalized to 1, 
the crest factor can then be determined from the probability density function of the 
modulation scheme: 
r r T T T T (5-57) 
The level of linearity of a system is usually characterized by 
adjacent-channel-interference (ACI), which is defined as the ratio of the peak spectral 
density of the residue outside the channel in use to the peak spectral density of the 
modulation. For uniformly distributed quantization noise over the spectrum, ACI due 
to the quantization effect is given by: 
ACJc,= I'B議 (5.58) 
‘ F S ' S N R Q 
— “ 
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Given the ACI requirement, the word length can be determined by using (5.56). 
Using Wideband CDMA signal (crest factor = 10.5dB) as an example, with Nyquist 
sampling rate, and ACI of-50dB, the required resolution of the ADC is found to be 10 
bit (to the nearest larger integer). 
In addition, the word-length of the ADC may be relaxed by over-sampling for a 
given ACI specification. Over-sampling ratio is defined as the actual sampling rate to 
the theoretical Nyquist rate. It is reasonable to assume that the energy of the 
quantization noise is spread evenly over the spectrum. Thus, the power spectral 
density of the quantization noise, P �� ,i s simply equal to Qe^/fs. For higher sampling 
rate, the total noise is distributed over a wider frequency range and therefore the 
in-band noise power level will be reduced. For the previous example, if an 8-bit ADC 
is used instead, the over-sampling ratio of 5.71 should be adopted in order to maintain 
the same ACI value. 
5.8 Digital-to-Analog Interface: Design Consideration 
In the implementation, the computed control parameters a and p from DSP are 
required to be converted back to analog form by using D-to-A converter for 
controlling the corresponding vector modulators. In this session, the gain and phase 
mismatches due to the finite word-length of DAC devices are analyzed. 
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Given that the word-size of the DAC is b (number of bits), the maximum error 
( A DAc) due to quantization on each I and Q channel is: 
A 复 二 ^ (5.59) 
In addition, the amplitude and phase values of the control signal are related to the 




Hence, in the presence of quantization noise, the above expressions may be 
re-written as: 
— (5.62) 
/ A � 
, ( a n + A 1 
Q 广 - e a (5.63) 
十、c J 
The effects of finite-word-length on the magnitude and phase mismatches are 
plotted in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14. Furthermore, assuming that A以� ’<< … a n d 
AD/IC << ^Q, these equations can be simplified as: 
a, + OLQ 
t^ Aa = ^DAC • / , (5.64) 
V^/ 
a, - a f . 
^Oa = ^OAC ^ ― ^ (5.65) 
sec • a, 
For the ease of analysis, a \ and a Q are assumed to range from —1 to 1.  
6A 
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Amplitude Mismatch in Quantization Noise Effect 
丨 丨 _ 
Q Channel _ 丨 channel 
Fig. 5.13 Amplitude Mismatch from finite word-length ofDAC 
Phase Mismatch in Quantization Noise Effect 
• • ： • 
1.5 丫 
1 ^ 
I 應 iiil.丨...： 
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-0.5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
-1 -1 
Q Channel I Channel 
Fig. 5.14 Phase Mismatch from finite word-length ofDAC 
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Note that both the values of A A« and A “ are bounded: 
••• (5.66) 
•• 复 （5.67) 
For example, if two 4-bit DACs are used, the maximum possible amplitude and 
phase mismatches are 0.0942 (0.8dB) and 4.64° , respectively. 
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Chapter 6 New DSP Algorithms For High 
Performance Adaptive FFPA 
In the previous chapter, all the adaptive loops being mentioned are implemented 
based on the conventional LMS adaptive algorithm. However, in the LMS algorithm, 
there is a trade-off between the tracking speed and the tracking error. In the past 
years, various DSP algorithms have been proposed [32]-[33] for improving the 
adaptive behaviors of FFPA system. In this chapter, some new DSP algorithms are 
proposed, analyzed and verified by computer simulations written in Matlab (refer to 
Appendix). 
6.1 Variable Loop-gain Algorithm 
Variable loop-gain control is introduced to achieve accelerated tracking speed 
and small tracking error simultaneously. The adaptation rules of the new algorithm 
can be expressed as: 
“ ZT 
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'p[n 一 1] + KpVLe [“]V； [«] • X p I > Gp 
B\n] — < (6.2) 
y\n\ — < (o.i) 
\y[n-\] + K^v,,[n]v][n] 丨 叫 
where A is the gradient operator; Xa, Xp and Xy are scaling factors. Ga ’ Gp and Gy are 
threshold constants that determine whether a feedback path with variable gain or a 
direct feedback path should be applied. Fig 6.1 shows the signal model of the error 
extraction loop based on the above proposed algorithm. As the loop behavior 
approaches steady state, a unity gain feedback path is selected. At steady-state, the 
tracking error (mean-square error) is thus solely determined by the value ofKa. 
nc 
a [n]  
X a — A P e ^  
Fig 6.1 Error extraction loop model: Variable loop gain 
Fig. 6.2 shows the transient responses of the loop control parameters ( a ， , r ) 
obtained by computer simulations. By comparing the proposed method with LMS 
algorithm, large reductions in the number of iterations required for convergence 
were observed. 
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Fig. 6.2 Simulation results of variable loop-gain and LMS algorithms  
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Fig. 6.3 illustrates the 3'"^  order IMD suppression achievements at the linearized 
output against the parameters drift. As the main amplifier in FFPA is modeled by 
third-order power series, the linear gain response, ai, is assumed to vary from - lOdB 
to lOdB in magnitude, and vary from - 9 0 degree to 90 degree in phase. In this 
simulation, nearly equal IMD suppressions can be obtained in a large scale of 
parameters drift by the variable loop-gain algorithm. 
Variable Loop-gain Algorithm Variable Loop-gain Algorithm 
勞 . 6 0 | . . . , ‘ , ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ — ^ “ ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ 
1-52 5 -52 • -
S & � • 
a .56 - 產 . 5 6 . -
1：： ^ ^ • ~ 
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1-6=- • 1.6 厂 -
- o-^^ • 
I现. r  
- ^ P l O S S 1 ^ 0 2 4 6 B 10 .60 .60 .40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 
6 A / d B 56/degree 
� (b) 
Fig. 6.3 Simulation Results of linearity performance against parameters drift: 
(a) gain-variation (b) phase-variation  
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6.2 Variable Step-size Algorithm 
The second method involves the application of variable step-size which is 
determined by the gradient of the control signals themselves. Subsequently, the 
control parameters are governed by the following expressions: 
\a[n-\] + + H > , “ � 
cc[n] = \ , A , c (6.4) 
1] + / ^ 減 W + W M > � ， … 
B[n] = < . (6.5) 
y[n\ = * (6.6) 
where Sa ’ and Sy are the gradient thresholds; Ta, ^p and 7； are scaling factors. Fig. 
6.4 shows the system model in which an additional feed-forward path is inserted to 
speed up the transient response of the adaptive loop. Large step-size is used in 
adaptation when the system is far from convergence. Once the final value is 
approached (determined by the gradient of the control signal), the use of "uniform" 
step-size is adopted. Fig. 6.5 shows the simulation results of the transient response of 
loop parameters ( a , /3, y ). 
tT 
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~ o ^ o s T a  
nc 
Fig. 6.4 Error extraction loop model: Variable step-size 
Therefore, the system transfer function can be derived as: 
= T y + P i K a (6.7) 
I : TY+s + P丨Ka 
This transfer function indicates that the value of Ta and K« should be carefully 
chosen to avoid instability. To ensure convergence, the real part of the roots of the 
denominator should be negative [38], which yields: 
0 《 〈 丄 _ 
鄉 a 
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Fig. 6.5 Simulation results of variable step-size and LMS algorithms 
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Variable step-size algorithm can keep track with the variations of the main 
amplifier from — lOdB to lOdB in gain-variation and —90 degree to 90 degree in 
phase-shift. Fig. 6.6 shows the simulation results of the linearity performances of the 
adaptive FFPA system against those variations in main amplifier. 
Variable Step-size Algorithm Variable Step-size Algorithm 
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Fig. 6.6 Simulation Results of linearity performance against parameters drift: 
(a) gain-variation (b) phase-variation 
6.3 Least-mean-fourth (LMF) Algorithm 
In the LMF algorithm, the fourth power of the instantaneous error is minimized 
and so the incrementing vector of the control signal A a is given by: 
= -Ka.LMF = -^a.lMF ^ •力 
Subsequently, the new adaptation equation is given by: 
cc[n + 1] = a[n] + 2 人〜册>>]�v>]v;[/?] (6.10) 
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According to [34], the stability condition for LMF algorithm can be derived as: 
K K a � 隱 么 ^ ( 6 . 1 1 ) 
3.^ P; 
Moreover, the time constant ratio and the tracking error ratio associated with the 
LMS and LMF algorithms are given by: 
^a.LMS . Ka�LMF “ 
=6-— Pi 
Ta�LMF ^ a,LMS 口 1 
^a,IMS ^ ‘ ^a,LMS ,广, 
TZ = 2 ^ ( 6 . 1 3 ) 
M aJ.MF a, 3 
——尸i 
In a similar manner, the new expressions for the error cancellation loop and 
main-tone suppression loop are: 
外 7 + 1] = m + J / 7 “ > ] v : M (6.14) 
/[/7 + 1 ] = r M + 2/：,,層,卜,>]|2 vjn]v： [/7] ( 6 . 1 5 ) 
From (6.12) and (6.13), one can observe that with equal misadjustment 
assumption (1VL’LMS = M«’LN4F), the value of r «’LMF should be 3.6 times lower than 
the value of r a,LMS- In other words, the tracking speed of LMF algorithm is much 
higher in compared to that of LMS algorithm. Fig. 6.7 shows the simulated transient 
responses of the two algorithms. The results indicate that the numbers of iterations 
are roughly reduced by a factor of 3 for all the control loops. 
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On the other hand, with assumption of equal time-constant ( r a,LMF = R H.LMS), 
the ratio of tracking error associated with LMF and LMS methods is found to be 
5.6dB. Fig. 6.8 gives the simulated output spectrum of FFPA system based on the 
two algorithms. 
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Fig. 6.8 Two-tone simulation results: (a) l" loop (b) loop 
Simulation of tracking the variation in the nonlinearity characteristics of main 
amplifier is conducted in this part. Assuming that the magnitude variation in the 
linear gain response is 5 A and the phase variation d 6 , Fig. 6.9 shows the IMD 
suppression of adaptive FFPA system with Least-mean-fourth algorithm in the 
presence of those variations. This simulation concludes that the convergence 
performances of Least-mean-fourth algorithm will not be limited by the gain- and 
phase- variations in main amplifier. 
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Chapter 7 Implementation of DSP-based 
Adaptive FFPA 
7.1 Hardware Construction 
Fig. 7.1 shows the setup of the FFPA system used for the experimental 
verifications of the proposed DSP algorithms. Table 7.1 gives the components list of 
the hardware. The system operates at 1.8 GHz., with LO frequency of 1795MHz, IF 
frequency of 5MHz, and baseband sampling rate o f20MHz samples/sec 
In RF part, the auxiliary amplifier (BJT) is biased in class-A mode to minimize 
distortion. The delay lines are simply implemented using coaxial cables. Couplers are 
used for both power splitting and power combining. Vector modulators are employed 
for amplitude and phase controls of the RF signals. 
The down-conversion process involves mixer for frequency mixing and op-amp 
circuitry for low-pass filtering. Both the ADC and DAC cards are connected to a 
personal computer for carrying out the DSP algorithms (see Appendix). 
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Component Description No. of Unit 
Coupler From Mini-circuit Co. 7 
Power Splitter From Mini-circuit Co. 3 
Main Amplifier Two Stages: 1 
pt: ZKL 2R5 (Mini-circuit Co.) 
2nd: CLY2 (Infineon Tech.) 
Auxiliary Amplifier ”(： HBFP 0420 (BJT from HP Co.) 1 
2nd: z k l 2R5 (Mini-circuit Co.) 
Vector Modulator MPT 1820VA 2 
(Micro-Precision Technologies, Inc.) 
Mixer MBA-15L (Mini-circuit Co.) 3 
Op-amp LM7171B (National Semiconductor) 6 
Delay Line Coaxial Cable 2 
Analog-digital-converter PCl-9810 (4-channel, 10-bit, 20MHz 2 
from ADLink Technology Inc.) 
Digital-analog-converter PCI-6208 (8-channel, 16bit from 2 
ADLink Technology Inc.) 
Delay Line Coaxial Cable 2 
Table 7.1 Components List of Adaptive FFPA 
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7.2 Experimental Results: LMS Algorithm 
Fig. 7.2 - 7.7 show the measured performances of the constructed FFPA system 
using LMS algorithm and different input signal formats such as two-tone, DQPSK, 
multi-tone (8 tones, lOOkHz spacing), PHS (192 ksymbol/s) and WCDMA (3.84 
Mcps). 
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7.3 Experimental Results: Variable Loop-gain Algorithm 
Fig. 7.8 shows the simulation and measured transient responses of FFPA system 
using the variable loop-gain and LMS algorithms. These results indicate that the 
numbers of iterations required for convergence by the proposed method are reduced 
by a factor of 4 - 10 in compared to the conventional LMS approach.   
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7 A Experimental Results: Variable Step-size Algorithm 
Fig. 7.9 shows the measured transient responses of the loop control parameters 
by variable step-size algorithm and LMS algorithm. The new algorithm obviously 
requires less iterations to achieve the same values in steady-state responses. 
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7.5 Experiment Results: Least-mean-fourth Algorithm 
In order to compare the performance of the conventional LMS and the LMF 
algorithms, two different approaches have been used. The first one is to set both of 
the algorithms having the same misadjustment values and to observe transient 
behaviours of the system (Fig. 7.10). The second way is to set both of them having 
equal time-constants (similar transient behaviors), and to compare their steady-state 
performances (Fig. 7.11 and 7.12). The measured results show that the adaptation of 
LMF algorithm converges in less number of iterations.   
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On the other hand, the measured output spectrums as shown in Fig. 7.11 
(two-tone) and Fig. 7.12 (WCDMA) illustrate that a 6dB further reductions in IMD 
or ACPR were achieved at the system output, for a similar number of iterations 
performed. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
Wireless communication systems have developed rapidly in the recent decades. 
Linear power amplifiers are in great demand for providing low distortion output. 
Much research work have been devoted to the design of linear power amplifiers. And 
among all linearization techniques, feed-forward is the most promising solution due 
to its broad-bandwidth capability, high-level of linearity and stability. And in 
practical applications, adaptive control circuitry is often required in feed-forward 
power amplifier to compensate components drift due to varying environmental 
factors. And in the push of development in DSP technology, smart digital signal 
processing (DSP) algorithms may be applied to enhance the adaptation performance 
of feed-forward system. 
The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows: 
1. DSP-based adaptive FFPA system was designed and constructed. 
2. Digital implementation of adaptive triple-loop FFPA was presented with 
performance analysis. 
3. New DSP algorithms are developed to improve the tracking performance of the 
FFPA system. Good agreements between simulation and experimental results 
were observed. 
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Possible future works of this project include: 
1. Investigation of the offset of mixer's linearity on the performance of the FFPA 
system. 
2. New DSP algorithms with higher-order signal processing power may be applied 
to further minimize the convergence error associated with the system. 
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Appendix I: Matlab Program for Computer 
Simulation of Adaptive FFPA 
% simulation of triple-loop feed-forward power amplifier 
% The inter-relationship of the signals can be referred to Fig. A-1 
close all; 
clear； 
% Define the identity of each algorithm: 
i s_Leas t_Mean_Square = 1; 
is一Variable一Loop一gain = 2; 
is_Variable_Step_size = 3; 
is_Least_Mean_Fourth = 4; 
% Select Algorithm for Adaptation: 
a d a p t i v e _ a l g o r i t h m = i s _ L e a s t _ M e a n _ S q u a r e ; 
% Set Loop-gain value: 
Kalpha = 0.45e5; % Loop-gain parameter for error extraction loop 
Kbeta = 30e3 ； % Loop-gain parameter for distortion cancellation loop 
Kganuna = 20e5; % Loop-gain parameter for main-tone suppression loop 
% Initialize the values of the loop control parameters: 
alpha = 0; % error extraction loop 
beta = 0 ; % distortion cancellation loop 
gamma = 6; % main-tone suppression loop 
% Set the simulation environment: 
B = ie6; % Bandwidth of the test signal 
fs = 32e6; % Set sampling frequency 
dt = l/fs； % Define the time interval between iteration 
no_of_iteration = 512*dt； % Set number of iteration 
% Model of Main Amplifier 
al = sqrt(lOOO)*exp(j*pi/5)； % Coefficient of the complex baseband power series 
a3 = 10*exp(j*pi/9)； % Coefficient of the complex baseband power series 
% Initialize the variables for Variable Loop-gain Algorithm: 
Ve delta = 0 ; % Gradient of error signal 
VLo_delta = 0 ; % Gradient of linearized output signal 
Vsup_delta= 0； % Gradient of main-tone suppressed signal 
Ve_previous = 0 ; % Buffer for storing previous value of Ve 
VLO_previous = 0 ; % Buffer for storing previous value of VLo 
Vsup_previous = 0 ; % Buffer for storing previous value of Vsup 
Kalpha d = 2.5e-2; % Scaling factor of error extraction loop 
Kbeta d = lOe-4; % Scaling factor of distortion cancellation loop 
Kgamma_d = lOe-4; % Scaling factor of main-tone suppression loop 
KalDha th = 30; % Gradient threshold in error extraction loop 
Kbeta th = 3000； % Gradient threshold in distortion cancellation loop 
Kganuna.th = 30; % Gradient threshold in main-tone suppression loop 
% Initialize the variables for Variable Step-size Algorithm: 
alpha一delta = 0 ; % Gradient of control signal alpha 
beta_delta = 0 ; % Gradient of control signal beta 
gamnia_delta = 0; % Gradient of control signal gamma 
alpha_previous = 0 ; % Buffer for storing previous value of alpha 
beta_previous = 0 ; % Buffer for storing previous value of beta 
gamma_previous = 0 ; % Buffer for storing previous value of gamma 
Kalpha v = 0.5; % Scaling factor of error extraction loop 
Kbeta_v = 0.5； % Scaling factor of distortion cancellation loop 
Kgamnia_v = 0.5; % Scaling factor of main-tone suppression loop 
Kalpha—V一th = 0.1; % Gradient threshold for alpha 
Kbeta_v_th = 0 . 1 ; % Gradient threshold for beta 
Kgamma_v_th = 0 . 1 ; % Gradient threshold for gamma 
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% Initialize memory storage for required signals: 
S _ a l p h a = []; % C o n t r o l s i g n a l - erro r e x t r a c t i o n loop 
S—beta = []; % C o n t r o l s i g n a l - d i s t o r t i o n c a n c e l l a t i o n loop 
s Z g a m m a = [ ] ; % C o n t r o l signal - m a i n - t o n e s u p p r e s s i o n loop 
S—Vin = []; % Input S i g n a l 
S _ V o = []; % M a i n a m p l i f i e r o u t p u t 
S : v e = []； % E x t r a c t e d E r r o r S i g n a l f r o m first loop 
S _ V L o = []; % L i n e a r i z e d f e e d f o r w a r d o u t p u t 
S : V s u p = [ ] ; % M a i n - t o n e s u p p r e s s e d s i g n a l from l i n e a r i z e d o u t p u t 
% Generation of Two-tone Signal: 
t = 0:dt:no_of—iteration ; 
S一Vin = c o s ( 2 * p i * B * t ) ; 
% Start Iteration: 
i = l; 
for t = 0 ： dt ： no一of_iteration 
V i n = S_ V i n ( i ) ; 
s w i t c h ( adaptive_algorithm) 
% Least-mean-square Algorithm  
c a s e is_Least_Mean一Square, 
% Adaptive filtering in error extraction loop 
V o = a l * V i n + a3*Vin.* (abs(Vin) ) .'^ 2； 
V e = V o - V i n * a l p h a ; 
a l p h a = alpha + K a l p h a * V e * c o n j ( V i n ) * d t； 
% Adaptive filtering in main-tone suppression loop 
V e D a s h = V e * beta； 
V L o = V o - V e D a s h ; 
V s u p = V L o - gainma*Vin； 
g a m m a = gam m a + Kgaitma*Vsup*conj (Vin) *dt; 
% Adaptive filtering in distortion cancellation loop 
b e t a = b e t a + K b e t a * c o n j ( V e ) * V s u p * d t ; 
% Variable Loop-gain Algorithm  
c a s e is—Variable一Loop一gain, 
% Adaptive filtering in error extraction loop 
V o = a l * V i n + a3*Vin.* (abs(Vin) ) .'^ 2； 
V e = V o - Vin*alpha； 
V e _ d e l t a = abs (Ve) - abs (Ve.previous) "2 ； 
V e _ p r e v i o u s = Ve； 
% switching between variable loop-gain and constant loop-gain 
if ( a b s ( V e _ d e l t a ) > K a l p h a _ t h ) 
a l p h a = alp h a + K a l p h a * V e * c o n j ( V i n ) * d t * a b s ( V e _ d e l t a ) * K a l p h a _ d； 
e l s e 
a l p h a = alp h a + K a l p h a * V e * c o n j ( V i n ) * d t； 
e n d 
% Adaptive filtering in main-tone suppression loop 
V e D a s h = V e * beta； 
V L o = V o - V e D a s h ; 
V s u p = V L o - g a m m a * V i n ; 
V s u p _ d e l t a = abs (Vsup) - abs (Vsup_previous) ； 
V s u p _ p r e v i o u s = V s u p ; 
% switching between variable loop-gain and constant loop-gain 
if (abs {Vsup_clelta) > K g a m m a _ t h ) 
g a m m a = g a m m a + Kgamma*Vsup*conj(Vin)*dt*abs(Vsup_delta)*Kganuna_d； 
e l s e 
g a m m a = g a m m a + Kgairana*Vsup*conj(Vin)*dt; 
e n d 
% Adaptive filtering in distortion cancellation loop 
V L o _ d e l t a = a b s (VLo)八2 - abs (VLo_previous)八2 
V L o _ p r e v i o u s = VLo； . 
% s w i t c h i n g b e t w e e n v a r i a b l e l o o p - g a i n and c o n s t a n t l o o p - g a i n 
if ( a b s ( V L o _ d e l t a ) > K b e t a _ t h ) 
b e t a = b e t a + K b e t a * c o n j ( V e ) * V s u p * d t * a b s ( V L o _ d e l t a ) * K b e t a _ d； 
e l s e 
b e t a = b e t a + K b e t a * c o n j ( V e ) * V s u p * d t； 
e n d 
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% Variable Step-size Algorithm  
c a s e i s _ V a r i a b l e _ S t e p _ s i z e , 
% Adaptive filtering in error extraction loop 
Vo = al * V i n + a 3 * V i n . * (abs(Vin) ) .''2; 
Ve = V o - Vin*alpha； 
% determine whether select extra variable step-size 
if (abs(alpha—delta)>Kalpha_v_th) 
alpha = alpha + Ka l p h a * V e * c o n j ( V i n ) * d t + K a l p h a _ v * a l p h a _ d e 1 1 a; 
e l s e 
alpha = alpha + Kal p h a * V e * c o n j ( V i n ) * d t ; 
e n d 
alpha—delta = a b s ( a l p h a ) - a b s ( a l p h a _ p r e v i o u s ) ; 
a l p h a _ p r e v i o u s = alpha； 
% Adaptive filtering in main-tone suppression loop 
V e D a s h = V e * beta; 
V L o = Vo - V e D a s h ; 
V s u p = V L o - gamma*Vin； 
% determine whether select extra variable step-size 
if (abs (gamma一delta) >Kganma_v_t;h) 
g a m m a = gamma + K a l p h a * V s u p * c o n j ( V i n ) * d t + Kgamma_v*gamma一delta; 
e l s e 
g a m m a = gamma + Kgairana*Vsup*conj(Vin)*dt; 
end 
gamma—delta = a b s ( g a m m a ) - a b s ( g a m m a _ p r e v i o u s ) ; 
g a m m a _ p r e v i o u s = gamma; 
% Adaptive filtering in distortion cancellation loop 
% determine whether select extra variable step-size 
if ( a b s { b e t a _ d e l t a ) > K b e t a _ v _ t h ) 
b e t a = beta + K b e t a * V s u p * c o n j ( V e ) * d t + Kbeta_v*beta_delta； 
e l s e 
b e t a = beta + K b e t a * V s u p * c o n j ( V e ) * d t ; 
end 
beta—delta = a b s ( b e t a ) - a b s ( b e t a _ p r e v i o u s ) ; 
b e t a _ p r e v i o u s = beta; 
% Least-mean-fourth Algorithm  
c a s e i s _ L e a s t _ M e a n _ F o u r t h , 
% Adaptive filtering in error extraction loop 
V o = a l * V i n + a3*Vin.*(abs(Vin)).八2 ; 
V e = V o - Vin*alpha； 
a l p h a = alp h a + K a l p h a * V e * c o n j ( V e ) * V e * c o n j ( V i n ) * d t ; 
% Adaptive filtering in main-tone suppression loop 
V e D a s h = V e * beta； 
V L o = V o - VeDash； 
V s u p = V L o - g a m m a * V i n ; 
g a m m a = gam m a + Kgairaina*Vsup*conj (Vsup) *Vsup*conj (Vin) *dt； 
% Adaptive filtering in distortion cancellation loop 
b e t a = be t a + K b e t a * V s u p * c o n j ( V s u p ) * V s u p * c o n j ( V e ) * d t ; 
e n d 
9&Storing data in memory buffer 
S _ a l p h a = [S_alpha alpha]； 
S _ b e t a = [S_beta beta]； 
S _ g a m m a = [S_gamma gamma]； 
S : V e = [S_Ve Ve]； 
S _ V o = [S_Vo V o ] ; 
S _ V s u p = [S_Vsup V s u p ] ; 
S _ V L o = [S_VLo V L o ] ; 
i~= i+1; 
e n d 
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Appendix II: DSP Program for Experimental 
Adaptive FFPA 
# i n c l u d e "windows.h" 
# i n c l u d e <stdio.h> 
# i n c l u d e <stdlib.h> 
#incluc3e <string.h> 
# i n c l u d e <niath.h> 
# i n c l u d e <time .h> 
# i n c l u d e <conio.h> 
# i n c l u d e “dask.h" 
# d e f i n e I l U _ L I M I T 6000 // 1.8V (4915 = 1.5*K6208/10) Upper limit of Real(alpha) 
# d e f i n e IlL二LIMIT 0 II OV Lower limit of Real(alpha) 
# d e f i n e Q 1 U _ L I M I T 6000 II 1.8V Upper limit of Imag(alpha) 
# d e f i n e QIL一LIMIT 0 // OV Lower limit of Imag(alpha) 
# d e f i n e I 2 U : L I M I T 4915 // 1.5V Upper limit of Real(beta) 
#cJefine I2L一LIMIT 0 II OV Lower limit of Real (beta) 
M e f i n e Q 2 U _ L I M I T 4915 II 1.5V Upper limit of Imag(beta) 
# d e f i n e Q 2 L : L I M I T 0 11 OV Lower limit of Imag(beta) 
# d e f i n e G A M M A U _ L I M I T 10 
#d e f i n e G A M M A L _ L I M I T -10 
#d e f i n e PI 3.1415926535 , 』 … 。 
# d e f i n e K9810 32704 II scaling factor of input card 9812 
#defin e K6208 32767 // scaling factor of output card 6208 
# d e f i n e N〇_CH 4 // n o . of input channel 
M e f i n e S A M P L E . R A T E 20000000 II sampling rate of the input card 9812 
#d e f i n e D A T A _ L ~ 4 0 9 6 " the data length read each time at each channel 
# d e f i n e B U F F E R _ L 16384 + 8 II total data length read each time at four channels 
// Declare the type of algorithm 
# d e f i n e L e a s t _ M e a n _ S q u a r e 1 
#d e f i n e V a r i a b l e _ L o o p _ G a i n 2 
#d e f i n e Variable—Step一Size 3 
# d e f i n e L e a s t _ M e a n _ F o u r t h 4 .^^ . 
#d e f i n e ALGORITHM—USED Least—Mean—Square //set the algorithm in use 
// Set Loop-gain parameter 
# d e f i n e K _ A L P H A _ I O.le-9 " Real(Kalpha) 
# d e f i n e K _ A L P H A _ Q O.le-9 II Imag(Kalpha) 
ttdefine K _ B E T A _ I 0.le-7 // Real(Kbeta) 
# d e f i n e K _ B E T A _ Q O.le-7 // Iinag(Kbeta) 
# d e f i n e K _ G A M M A _ I O.le-12 // Real(Kgamma) 
# d e f i n e K _ G A M M A _ Q O.le-12 // Imag(Kgamma) 
# d e f i n e DATA一FILE "var_step/test .dat" 
// Set Phase-shift in each loop 
# d e f i n e A L P H A _ T H E T A 1.8 
# d e f i n e B E T A _ T H E T A -0.1 
# d e f i n e GAMMA一THETA 0 , 
#d e f i n e I T E R A T I O N 1000 " N o . of iteration 
/* Set variables for Variable Loop-gain Algorithm *********************/ 
II Scaling factor of Variable Loop-gain Algorithm 
# d e f i n e DELTA—ALPHA一SCALE 0.005 
# d e f i n e DELTA一BETA一SCALE 0.05 
#d e f i n e DELTA一GAMMA一SCALE 0.005 
// Threshold value of Variable Loop-gain Algorithm 
# d e f i n e DELTA一ALPHA—LOW—LIMIT 1 
#d e f i n e D E L T A _ B E T A _ L O W _ L I M I T 0.005 
# d e f i n e D E L T A _ G A M M A _ L O W _ L I M I T 0.2 
// Buffer for storing the value of output power for corresponding loops 
d o u b l e Pol_current=0； 
d o u b l e P o l _ o l d = 0 ; 
d o u b l e P o l _ d e l t a = 0 ; 
d o u b l e P o l _ t e m p = 0 ; 
d o u b l e Po2_current=0； 
d o u b l e P o 2 _ o l d = 0 ; 
d o u b l e P o 2 _ d e l t a = 0 ; 
d o u b l e P o 2 _ t e m p = 0 ; 
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d o u b l e Po3_current=0； 
d o u b l e Po3_old=0; 
d o u b l e Po3_delta=0; 
d o u b l e Po3_temp=0; 
/* Set variables for Variable Step-size Algorithm *********************/ 
II Scaling factor for corresponding loop 
#define DELTA—ALPHA一SCALE_I 0.8 
#define DELTA_ALPHA_SCALE_Q 0.8 
#define DELTA—BETA—SCALE_I 0.8 
#define DELTA_BETA_SCALE_Q 0.8 
#define DELTA_GAMMA_SCALE_I 0.8 
#define DELTA_GAMMA_SCALE_Q 0.8 
II Threshold value for corresponding loop 
#define DELTA—ALPHA_LOW_LIMIT一I 1 
#define DELTA_ALPHA_LOW_LIMIT_Q 1 
#define DELTA_BETA_LOW_LIMIT_I 10 
#define DELTA—BETA一LOW_LIMIT_Q 5 
#define DELTA_GAMMA_LOW_LIMIT_I 0.001 
#define DELTA_GAMMA_LOW_LIMIT_Q 0.001 
II Buffer for storing the value of loop control parameter for 
// corresponding loops 
d o u b l e Pol_current_l=0 ; 
d o u b l e Pol_old_I=0； 
d o u b l e Pol_delta_l=1.0； 
d o u b l e Pol_current_Q=0； 
d o u b l e Pol_old_Q=0； 
d o u b l e Pol_delta_Q=l .0; 
d o u b l e Po2一current_l=0; 
d o u b l e Po2_old—1=0; 
d o u b l e Po2_delta_I=l.0； 
d o u b l e Po2_current_Q=0； 
d o u b l e Po2_old_Q=0； 
d o u b l e Po2_delta_Q=l.0； 
d o u b l e Po3_current_I=0； 
d o u b l e Po3_old_I=0; 
d o u b l e Po3_delta_I=1.0; 
d o u b l e Po3_current_Q=0 ; 
d o u b l e Po3_old_Q=0; 
d o u b l e Po3_delta_Q=1.0; 
// Declare the function to Extract I,Q component of the input signals 
v o i d g e t _ I Q ( d o u b l e *, double *, double *); 
II Declare the function to calculate the loop control signals 
v o i d lms_algorithm(double [NO_CH][DATA_L/2], double [NO_CH][DATA_L/2], double [],double 
void^^l^.Ilgorithm(double [NO_CH][DATA—L/2], double [NO_CH][DATA_L/2], double [],double 
二 ? r i i j J T i J r i t h m ( d o u b l e [NO_CH] [DATA_L/2] , double [NO_CH] [DATA_L/2], double [], double 
v i i d " l m f _ S o r i t h n i ( d o u b l e [NO_CH] [DATA_L/2] , double [NO_CH] [DATA_L/2] , double [],double 
*,double Pm); 
II Declare the function for phase shifting 
v o i d p h a s e _ s h i f t e r ( d o u b l e double double); 
d o u b l e TI[DATA_L/2],TQ[DATA一L/2]; 
v o i d main () 
116 card一9810 = -1, card_6208 = -1, card—number = 0; 
U16 ch_cnt = 4, range = AD_B_1_V; 
U16 a i _ b u f [ B U F F E R _ L + 8 ] ; 
int err, i, il,i2,i3; 
int adaptive一algorithm = ALGORITHM—USED: 
D W O R D mem一size = 0; 
FILE *stream; 
d o u b l e Pm； 
d o u b l e IQ[4]= {I1L_LIMIT, QIL一LIMIT, I2L_LIMIT, Q2L_LIMIT}; 
d o u b l e T I Q [ I T E R A T I O N ] [ 6 ] ; 
d o u b l e gamma[4] = {0}; 
do u b l e I [ N O _ C H ] [ D A T A _ L / 2 ] , Q[NO_CH][DATA—L/2], temp[NO—CH][DATA_L+2]; 
II Check whether ADC (9810) card work properly 
if ({card_9810=Register_Card(PCI_9810, card—number)) < 0) { 
printf("Register一Card Error = %d\n", card_9810); 
exit (0 )； 
} 
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if ((err = AI_9 812_Conf ig{card_9 810,P9 812_TRGM0D_S0FT, P9812_TRGSRC_CH0, 
P9812一TRGSLP一ioS, P9812_AD2_GT一PCI|P9812一CLKSRC—INT,0x80,0))<0) { 
Grintf《了AI Config irror = %d\n", err); 
exit(0); 
} 
II Check whether DAC (6208) card work properly 
if ((card_6208=Register_Card(PCI_6208V, card—number)) < 0) { 




II Start Iteration 
while (1){ 
while (!_kbhit{)) { 
for(int index = 0; index < ITERATION; index++) { 
il=i2=i3=0• 
TIQ(index][0] = IQ[0]; 
TIQ[index][1] = IQ[1]; 
TIQ[ index] [2 ] = IQ [2 ] ; 
TIQ[index][3] = IQ[3]; 
TIQ[index][4] = ganma[0]; 
TIQ[index][5] = gamma[1】； 
//output signals to the 6208 D/A card 
for(i =0; i< NO_CH; i++) 
AO_WriteChannel(card_6208, i, (I16>IQ[i]); 
//capture signals from 9810 A/D card 




temp[0][il] = (double)(I16)ai_buf[i]; 
il + +; 
}else if (i%4 ==1){ 
temp[l][i2] = (double)(116)ai_buf[i]; 
i2 + +; 
}else if (i%4 == 2){ 
temp[2][i3] = (double)(116)ai_buf[i]; 
i3 + +; 
} 
} 
//extract I,Q components from all incoiraning signals 
for(i =0; i< NO_CH; i++) get_IQ(temp[i],I[i],Q[i])； 
//perform adaptive algorithm 
switch (adaptive一algorithm){ 
case Least_Mean_Square: 












II Limit the level of the control signals 
/ / t o avoid overloading on vector modulator 
i f ( I Q [ 0 �> I1U_LIMIT) IQ[0] = I1U_LIMIT; 
i f ( I Q [ 0 ] < I1L_LIMIT) IQ[0] = I1L_LIMIT; 
if(IQ[1] > Q1U_LIMIT)IQ[1] = QIU—LIMIT; 
i f ( I Q [ 1 ] < Q1L_LIMIT)IQ[1] = Q1L_LIMIT; 
i f ( I Q [ 2 ] > I2U_LIMIT) IQ[2] = I2U_LIMIT; 
if(IQ[2] < I2L_LIMIT)IQ[2] = I2L一LIMIT; 
if(IQ[3] > Q2U_LIMIT)IQ[3] = Q2U_LIMIT; 
if(IQ[3] < Q2L_LIMIT)IQ[3] = Q2L_LIMIT; 
if(gamma[0] > GAMMAU_LIMIT)gamma[0] = GAMMAU_LIMIT; 
i f (gamma [0] < GAMMAL一LIMIT) gamma [ 0 ] = GAMMAL一LIMIT'-
iftgairanaU] > GAMMAU_LIMIT) gamma [ 1 ] = GAMMAU一LIMIT'-




II Save the transient response of the loop control signals 
stream = fopen{ DATA—FILE, " w " ) ; 
for(i = 0; i<ITERATION; i++) 
fprintf( stream, "%f %f %f %f %f %f\n", TIQ[i][0]/K6208*10, TIQ[i][1]/K6208*10, 
TIQ[i][2]/K6208*10, TIQ[i][3]/K6208*10, TIQ[i][4],TIQ[i][5]); 
fclose(stream)； 
// Save the captured RF signal from ADC 
stream = fopen( "rf_signals.dat", " w " )； 
f o r d = 0; i<DATA_L; i + +) 











// Function to extract I and Q channel from the captured signal 




if (i%2 ==0){ 、、 
I[il】 = 0.5*(v[i]*cos(i*PI/2)+v[i+2]*cos((i+2)*PI/2) )； 
TI[il] = I [il]; 
il + +; 
} else { 
Q[i2] = v[i]*sin{i*PI/2) ; 
TQ[i2] = Q[i2]; 




II Function to provide phase shift 
v o i d phase一shifter(double &I, double &Q, double phase) 
{ 一 
d o u b l e tempi = I; 
I = tempi*(double)cos(phase)-Q*(double)sin(phase) ; 
Q = tempi*(double)sin(phase)+Q*(double)cos(phase) ; 
} 
// Least-mean-square Algorithm 
v o i d lms_algorithni (double I [NO_CH] [DATA_L/2] , double Q [NO_CH] [DATA_L/2] , double gamma [4 ], 
d o u b l e *IQ,double Pm) 
{ 
int i ; 
d o u b l e EVout[4][DATA_L/2] ; 
d o u b l e Itemp, Qtemp； 
d o u b l e TIQ[4]； 
d o u b l e Tgamma[2]； 
d o u b l e tl[DATA_L/2] , tQ[DATA_L/2]; 
for(i=0;i<(DATA_L/2)；i++) 
^ EVout[0][i] = I[2][i] - ganuna[0]*I[0][i] + gamma[1]*Q[0][i]; 




P h a s e _ s h i f t e r ( l [ l ] [ i ] , Q[l][i],ALPHA_THETA) ; 
IQ[0] = IQ[0] + K_ALPHA_I*(I[0][i]*I[l][i]+Q[0][i]*Q[l][i] ); 
IQ(1] = IQ[1] + K _ A L P H A _ Q M Q [ 0 ] [i]*I[l] [i]-I[0] [i]*Q[l] [i])； 
gamma [ 0 ] = gamma [0] + K _ G A M M A _ I M E V o u t [0] [i]*I[0] [i]+EVout[l] [i]*Q[0] [i]); 
gamma [1] = gamma[1] - K_GAMMA_Q*(EVout [0] [i]*Q[0] [i]-EVout[1] [i]*工[0] [i]); 
phase—shifter(I[1][i], Q[l][i] ,BETA_THETA) ; 
IQ[2] = IQ[2] + K一BETA—I*(I[1][i]*EVout[0][i]+Q[l][i]*EVout[l][i]); 





II Variable Loop-gain Algorithm 
Voidvlg—algorithm (double I [NO_CH] [DATA—L/2] , double Q [NO—CH] [DATA_L/2] , double gairana [4 ], 
doub l e *IQ,double Pm) 
{ 
int i ; 
double EVout[4][DATA_L/2] ; 
double Itemp, Qtemp； 
double TIQ[4]； 
double Tgamma[2]； 
double tl[DATA—L/2], tQ[DATA_L/2]; 
for(i=0;i<(DATA_L/2)；i++) 
{ EVout[0][i] = I[2][i] - ganuna[0]*I[0][i] + gamma[1]*Q[0][i]； 
EVout[l] [i] = Q[2] [i] - gamma[0]*Q[0] [i] - gamma[1]*I[0] [i]; 
) 
/* calculate the gradient of output signal of the first loop*/ 
Pol_old = Pol_current; 
Pol_current = 0; 
forTi = 0;i<(DATA_L/2);i + + ) { 
Pol_current += (I [1] [i]*I[1] [i] + Q[1] U ] * Q [ 1 ] [ i ] ) ; 
} 
Pol_current/=( (DATA_L''2) * (K9810"2)); 
Pol—delta = Pol一current - Pol一old; 
if TPol_delta<0){Pol_delta*= (-1) ； } 
Pol_delta* =DELTA_ALPHA一SCALE ; 
//Switching for adaptive gain 
if (Pol_delta<=DELTA_ALPHA_LOW_LIMIT) {Pol_delta=l;} 
/* calculate the gradient of output signal of the second loop*/ 
Po2_old = Po2_current; 
Po2_current = 0； 
forTi=0;i<(DATA_L/2)；i++){ 
Po2一current: += (EVout[0] [i] *EVout[0] [i] + EVout [ 1 ] [i] *EVout [ 1 ] [ i]); 
} — 
Po2_current/=(DATA_L"2) *(K9810"2) ; 
Po2_delta = Po2_current - Po2_old; 
if TPo2_delta< o T {Po2_delta*= (-1) ；} 
Po2_delta*=DELTA_BETA_SCALE; • 
//Switching for adaptive gain 
if (Po2_delt:a<=DELTA_BETA_L0W_LIMIT) {Po2_delta=l; } 
/* calculate the gradient of output signal of the third loop*/ 
Po3_old = Po3_current； 
Po3_current = 0; 
forTi=0;i<(DATA—L/2)；i++){ 
Po3_current += (I [2] [i]*工[2] [i] + Q[2] [i]*Q[2] [i]); 
} 
Po3_current/=(DATA_L"2) * (K9810'^2); 
Po3_delta = Po3一current - Po3一old; 
if TPO3一deltacO){Po3_delta*=(-1) ； } 
Po3_delta*=DELTA_GAMMA_SCALE; 
//Switching for adaptive gain 
if (Po 3 _ d e 1 1 a < = DELTA_GAMMA_LOW_LIMIT ){Po3_delta=l ;} 
II calculate the control parameter 
for(i = 0;i<DATA_L/2; i + +) 
{ p h a s e _ s h i f t e r ( I [ l ] [ i ] , Q[l][i],ALPHA_THETA) ; 
IQ[0] = IQ[0] + K _ A L P H A _ I M I [ 0 ] [i]*I[l] [i]+Q[0] [i]*Q[l] [i] ) *Pol_delta； 
I Q [ 1 ] = I Q [ 1 ] + KIALPHA_QMQ[0] [i ] * I[l] [ i ] - I [ 0 ] [i]*Q[l] [ i ] ) *Pol_delta; 
gamma [ 0 ] =ganuna [ 0 ] +K_GAMMA_I * 
( E V o u t [ 0 ] [ i ] * l T 0 ] [ i ] + E V o u t [ l ] [ i ] * Q [ 0 ] [ i ] ) * P o 3 _ d e l t a； 
gammail] = gamma[1] - K_GAMMA_Q* 
(EVout[0][i]*Q[0][i]-EVout[1][i]*I[0][i])*Po3_delta； 
phase—shifter(I[1][i], Q[l][i],BETA_THETA) ; 
IQ[2] = IQ[2] + K_BETA_I*(I[1][i]*EVout[0][i]+Q[l][i]*EVout[l][i] )*Po2_delta； 
IQ[3] = IQ[3] + K_BETA_Q* (Q[l] [i]*EVout[0] [i]-I[l] [i] *EVout: [ 1 ] [i] ) *Po2_delta； 
} 
} 
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II Variable Step-size Algorithm 
v o i d v s s _ a l g o r i t h m (double I [NO_CH] [DATA_L/2] , double Q [NO_CH] [DATA_L/2] , d o u b l e gaitma [4 ], 
d o u b l e * I Q , d o u b l e Pm) 
{ 
int i ; 
d o u b l e E V o u t [ 4 ] [ D A T A _ L / 2 ] ; 
d o u b l e Itemp, Qtemp； 
d o u b l e TIQ[4]； 
d o u b l e T g a m m a [ 2 ] ; 
d o u b l e t l [ D A T A _ L / 2 ] , tQ[DATA_L/2] ; 
II calculate the control parameter by conventional LMS first 
for(i=0;i<(DATA_L/2)；i++) 
{ 
E V o u t [ 0 ] [ i ] = I[2][i] - gairana[0]*l[0] [i] + gamma [1] *Q [0] [i]； 
E V o u t [ l ] [i] = Q[2] [i] - gamma [0] *Q[0] [i] - gaitma[l] *I [0] [i]； 
} 
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < D A T A _ L / 2 ; i + + ) 
{ 
p h a s e _ s h i f t e r ( I [ l ] [ i ] , Q[ l ] [ i ] ,ALPHA_THETA) ; 
IQ[0] = IQ[0] + K—ALPHA一I*(I[0][i]*I[l][i]+Q[0][i]*Q[l][i] ); 
IQ[1] = IQ[1] + K_ALPHA_Q*(Q [0] [i]*I [ 1] [i]-I [0] [i]*Q[1] [i]); 
gamma[0] = gamma[0] + K _ G A M M A _ I * ( E V o u t [ 0 ] [ i ] * I [ 0 ] [ i ] + E V o u t [ l ] t i ] * Q [ 0 ] [ i ] ) ; 
g a m m a [ 1 ] = gamma [1] - K _ G A M M A _ Q M E V o u t [ 0 ] [i)*Q[0] [i]-EVout[l] [i]*I[0] [i]); 
p h a s e _ s h i f t e r ( I [ l ] [ i ] , Q[l][i],BETA_THETA)； 
IQ[2] = IQ[2] + K _ B E T A _ I * { I [ 1 ] [ i ] * E V o u t [ 0 ] [ i ] + Q [ l ] [ i ] * E V o u t [ l ] [ i ] ) ; 
I Q [ 3 ] = I Q [ 3 ] + K_BETA_QMQ[1] [ i ] *EVout [0 ] [ i ] - I [1] [ i ] * E V o u t [ l ] [ i ] ) : 
II Calculation of I-channel control parameter alpha 
P o l _ c u r r e n t _ I = I Q [ 0 ] ; 
P o l _ d e l t a _ I = P o l _ c u r r e n t _ I - Pol_old一I; 
P o l I d e l t a I l * = D E L T A _ A L P H A _ S C A L E _ I ; 
P o l _ o l d _ I = P o l _ c u r r e n t _ I ; 
II switching for extra-step size 
i f ( P o l _ d e l t a _ I > D E L T A _ A L P H A _ L O W _ L I M I T _ I | | 
P o l _ d e l t a _ I < ( D E L T A _ A L P H A _ L O W _ L I M I T _ I * -1)){IQ[0]+ = P o l _ d e l t a _ I ; } 
II Calculation of Q-channel control parameter alpha 
P o l _ c u r r e n t _ Q = IQ[1]; 
P o l _ d e l t a _ Q = P o l _ c u r r e n t _ Q - Pol_old_Q; 
P o l _ d e l t a _ Q * = D E L T A _ A L P H A _ S C A L E _ Q ; 
P o l _ o l d _ Q = P o l _ c u r r e n t _ Q ; 
// switching for extra-step size 
if { P o l _ d e l t a _ Q > D E L T A _ A L P H A _ L O W _ L I M I T _ Q | | 
Pol_del ta_Q<(DELTA_ALPHA_LOW_LIMIT_ I * -1 ) ) { IQ[1 ]+=Pol_del ta_Q;} 
II Calculation of I-channel control parameter beta 
P o 2 _ c u r r e n t _ I = IQ[2]; 
P o 2 _ d e l t a _ I = P o 2 _ c u r r e n t _ I - Po2_old一I; 
P o 2 _ d e l t a _ I * =DELTA_BETA一SCALE一I; 
Po2一old_I = Po2一current_I; 
II switching for extra-step size 
if (Po2_delta_I>DELTA—BETA_LOW_LIMIT一11 | 
Po2_delta_I<(DELTA_BETA_LOW_LIMIT_I* - 1 ) ) { I Q [ 2 ] + = P o 2 _ d e l t a _ I ; } 
// Calculation of Q-channel control parameter beta 
P o 2 _ c u r r e n t _ Q = IQ[3]; 
P o 2 _ d e l t a _ Q = P o 2 _ c u r r e n t _ Q - Po2_old_Q; 
P o 2 _ d e l t a _ Q * = D E L T A _ B E T A _ S C A L E _ Q ; 
P o 2 _ o l d _ Q = Po2_current_Q； 
II switching for extra-step size 
if ( P o 2 _ d e l t a _ Q > D E L T A _ B E T A _ L 0 W _ L I M I T _ Q | | 
P o 2 _ d e l t a _ Q < ( D E L T A _ B E T A _ L O W _ L I M I T _ Q * - 1 ) ) { I Q [ 3 ] + = Po2_delta_Q; } 
II Calculation of I-channel control parameter gamma 
P o 3 _ c u r r e n t _ I = gamma[0]； 
P o 3 _ d e l t a _ I = P o 3 _ c u r r e n t _ I - Po3_old_I； 
P o 3 _ d e l t a _ I * = D E L T A _ G A M M A _ S C A L E _ I ; 
P o 3 _ o l d _ I = P o 3 _ c u r r e n t _ I ; 
II switching for extra-step size 
if ( P o 3 _ d e l t a _ I > D E L T A _ G A M M A _ L O W _ L I M I T _ I | | 
P o 3 _ d e l t a _ I < ( D E L T A _ G A M M A _ L O W _ L I M I T _ I * - 1 ) ) { g a m m a [ 0 ] + = P o 3 _ d e l t a _ I ; } 
II Calculation of Q-channel control parameter gamma 
P o 3 _ c u r r e n t _ Q = g a m m a [ 1 ] ; 
Po3_del ta_Q = Po3_current_Q - Po3_old_Q; 
Po 3 _ d e 11 a一Q* = DELTA—GAMMA一SCALE—Q ; 
P o 3 _ o l d _ Q = P o 3 _ c u r r e n t _ Q ; 
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II switching for extra-step size 




II Least-mean-fourth Algorithm 
v o i d lmf_algorithm(double I[NO_CH] [DATA_L/2] , double Q [NO_CH] [DATA—L/2] , double gamma [4], 
d o u b l e *IQ,double Pm) 
{ 
int i ; 
double EVout[4][DATA_L/2] ; 
d o u b l e Itemp, Qtemp； 
d o u b l e TIQ[4]; 
double Tgamma[2]； 
double tl[DATA_L/2] , tQ[DATA_L/2]; 
for(i=0;i<(DATA_L/2)；i++) 
{ EVout[0][i] = I[2][i] - gamma[0]*I[0][i] + gamma[1]*Q[0][i]； 
EVout[l][i] = Q[2][i] - gamma[0]*Q[0] [i] - gamma[1]*I[0] [i]； 
} 
II calculate the control parameter 
for(i=0;i<DATA_L/2;i++) 
^ phase一shifter(I[11[i], Q[l][i],ALPHA_THETA); 
I Q [ 0 ] = I Q [ 0 ] + K 一 A L P H A _ I * ( I [ 0 ] [ i ] * I [ l ] [ i ] + Q [ 0 ] [ i ] * Q [ l ] [ i ] ) * 
( I [ l ) [ i ] * I [ l ] [ i ] + Q [ l ] [ i ] * Q [ l ] [ i ] ) / 1 0 6 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 ; 
I Q [ 1 ] = I Q [ 1 ] + K _ A L P H A _ Q M Q [ 0 ] [ i ] * I [ l ] [ i ] - I [ 0 ] [ i ] * Q [ l ] [ i ] ) * 
( I [ l ] [ i ] * I [ l T [ i ] + Q [ l ] [ i ] * Q [ l ] [ i ] ) / 1 0 6 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 ; 
gamma [0] = gamma [0] + K _ G A M M A _ l M E V o u t [0] [i]*I[0] [i]+EVout[l] [i]*Q[0] [i] )* 
(EVout[0][i]*EVoutT0][i]+EVout[l][i]*EVout[l][i] )/1069000000; 
gamma [1] = gartma[l] - K_GAMMA_Q* (EVout [0] [i]*Q[0] [i]-EVout[l] [i]*I[0] [i])* 
( E V o u U O ] [i]*EVout了0] [i]+EVout[l] [i]*EVout[l] [i] )/1069000000; 
phase—shifter(I[1][i], Q[l)[i],BETA_THETA); 
IQ[2] = IQ[2] + K_BETA_I*(I[l][i]*EVout[0][i]+Q[l][i]*EVout[l][i])* 
(EVout[0][i]*EVout[0][i]+EVout[l][i]*EVout[l][i] )/1069000000; 
IQ[3] = IQ[3] + K_BETA_Q*(Q[l][i]*EVout[0][i]-I[l][i]*EVout[l][i])* 
(EVout[0] [i]*EVout[0][i]+EVout[l][i]*EVout[l][i] )/1069000000 ； 
} 
} 
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